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ABSTRACT

The topic of the thesis is the energy saving potential of digital hydraulic valve controlled drives.
Digital hydraulic valves are capable of independent metering of flow paths, enabling reduction of
energy losses when compared to traditional 4/3-way control valves with mechanically fixed opening
ratio between inflow and outflow control edges. So far independent metering control has been
studied using proportional valves with four and five metering edges. In addition to four- and five-
edge digital valves, six-edge controlled three-chamber cylinder and four-edge digital valve with
pressurized tank line are studied in this thesis and their capability of reducing energy losses is
systematically compared.

In addition to model-based valve controller, control mode switching logic is needed to control and
optimize the energy consumption of digital hydraulic valve drives. The thesis presents the mode
switching logic for the digital hydraulic valve drives studied. The main focus in the design of mode
switching logic is the avoidance of unnecessary throttling losses, retaining the stiffness of the drive
and enabling control mode switching during motion.

The energy efficiency of the different digital hydraulic drives is studied using experimental test
setup. Furthermore, a method based on steady-state calculation is used to estimate the efficiency of
the drives in single- and multi-actuator systems. Steady-state analysis gives the possibility of
analyzing energy losses in a certain work cycle without building a dynamic simulation model as
long as velocity and load profile are known. The results of the steady-state analysis can also be
applied to independent metering proportional valve systems as long as the control method is not
changed and there are no significant leakages. Measured and predicted energy losses are compared
to study the validity of the analysis.

The results of the steady-state analysis and measured energy losses agree relatively well for four-
and five-edge controlled systems. Significant amount of power losses of three-chamber cylinders
results from system dynamics worsening the applicability of the steady-state analysis. Both the
experimental results and steady-state analysis show that energy losses can be decreased
significantly when a four-edge digital valve is used with pressurized tank line. However, a
significant amount of energy is returned to the pressurized tank line in typical load cycles and thus
the supply system should be designed such that the energy of the tank line is not lost. The three-
chamber cylinder enables a significant reduction of energy losses in multi-actuator systems due to
the increased number of control modes. The result is remarkable since the three-chamber cylinder is
fed with constant supply pressure, whereas the other systems studied utilize load sensing supply
pressure. However, the reduction of energy losses depends heavily on the load cycle and therefore a
number of different load profiles are studied.
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NOMENCLATURE

Latin alphabet

AA Piston side chamber area [m2]

AB Rod side chamber area [m2]

AC Area of third chamber in 3-chamber cylinder [m2]

APTe, APPe, ... Condition for entering an actual control mode [True/False]

b Viscous friction coefficient [N/(m/s)]

B Bulk modulus of the fluid [Pa]

b1 Critical pressure ratio in flow direction 1 2

b2 Critical pressure ratio in flow direction 2 1

Bh Bulk modulus of a hose [Pa]

CA, CB A-side and B-side hydraulic capacitances [m3/Pa]

Clinear, Cquadratic Value of cost function

D Piston diameter [m]

d Piston rod diameter [m]

dA, dB Inner diameter of a hose [m]

EPPe, EPPr Condition for entering mode based on energy saving [True/False]

F Load force (calculated from chamber pressures) [N]

Fest Estimated load force [N]

Fext External load force [N]

Fhyst Force hysteresis in entering a mode [N]

Fhyst_reg Force hysteresis in entering a regenerating mode [N]

Fmax Maximum load force [N]

Fmin Minimum load force [N]

J Jacobian matrix

Jv, Jp, Jpow, Jsw Cost function term

K1 Flow coefficient in flow direction 1 2

K2 Flow coefficient in flow direction 2 1

KvPA, KvAT, KvPB, KvBT Flow coefficient of flow edge [m3/(s )]
L Cylinder stroke [m]

lA, lB Length of a hose [m]

m Effective load mass [kg]
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MPTe, MPPe, ... Feasibility of a control mode [True/False]

p1, p2 Pressure in port 1, port 2 [Pa]

pA, pB, pC Chamber pressure [Pa]

pA_ref, pB_ref, pC_ref, Chamber pressure reference [Pa]

pAss, pBss, pCss Steady-state chamber pressure [Pa]

Pin Input power [W]

Pin_PT Input power of supply line and pressurized tank line [W]

Ploss Power loss [W]

pmax Maximum pressure [Pa]

pmin Minimum pressure [Pa]

Pout Output power [W]

pP Supply pressure [Pa]

pP_max Biggest supply pressure enabling a control mode [Pa]

pP_min Smallest supply pressure enabling a control mode [Pa]

pP_rate Maximum supply pressure rate [Pa/s]

pP_ref Supply pressure reference [Pa]

Pref Theoretical minimum input power [W]

Pss Input power based on steady-state calculation [W]

pT Tank line pressure [Pa]

pT_hyst Tank line pressure hysteresis in entering control mode [Pa]

Pthres Power threshold in entering control mode [W]

QP Supply flow rate [m3/s]

QPA_N, QAT_N, ... Nominal flow rates of the valves in a DFCU [m3/s]

QPA, QAT, ... Flow rate of a DFCU [m3/s]

QT Tank line flow rate [m3/s]

t Time [s]

t0 Initial time related to mode switching [s]

tearn Time interval used for calculating energy saved [s]

TPTe, TPPe, ... Condition for entering a target control mode [True/False]

ttransition Transition mode duration [s]

u Valve command signal

v Velocity [m/s]
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verr_ss Steady-state velocity error [m/s]

vref Velocity reference [m/s]

vref_not_pos, vref_not_neg Movement stopping condition [True/False]

vref_pos, vref_neg, Movement starting condition [True/False]

vss Steady-state velocity [m/s]

vthres1, vthres2 Velocity threshold to start / stop movement [m/s]

Win Total input energy [J]

Win_P Input energy of supply line [J]

Win_T Input energy of pressurized tank line [J]

Wloss Energy loss [J]

Wout Output energy [J]

Wpres Weight term for chamber pressure error

Wpow Weight term for power losses

Wsw Weight term for valve switchings

x0 Linearization point of the piston position [m]

x1 Flow exponent in flow direction 1 2

x2 Flow exponent in flow direction 2 1

Greek alphabet

Ratio of A-side and B-side opening of control edges

p Pressure difference [Pa]

pcomp Pressure difference set point of the pressure compensator  [Pa]

pLS Pressure margin of the load sensing pump [Pa]

pmin Minimum pressure difference [Pa]

pN Target pressure difference [Pa]

uPA, uAT, uPB, uBT Change of command signals of the valves in a DFCU

pP_est Time constant of the supply pressure low-pass filter [s]

pump Time constant of the supply pressure dynamics [s]
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1. INTRODUCTION

Hydraulic systems are used in applications which require the generation of high force and power. A
mobile working machine is one example of applications where high forces and good power to
weight ratio are required. There are, however, also certain disadvantages involved in hydraulic
systems. In 1993 Backé listed the following disadvantages of fluid power: energy consumption,
maintenance of the fluid, noise radiation and leakage. The focus of this thesis is on energy
efficiency, which is an increasingly important subject due to rising fuel prices and the need to limit
emissions. [Backé 1993]

A common way to control a hydraulic actuator is by throttling the flow from pressure supply to
achieve the desired velocity. Depending on the application the supply pressure is either constant or
variable i.e. load sensing. A proportional valve is a typical choice for control problems, where
velocity control or position control accuracy cannot be fulfilled by a single on/off-valve. Servo
valves are used in special applications, where accuracy or dynamic requirements are higher.

A more novel approach introduced by Linjama et al. utilizes parallel connected on/off-valves
[Linjama 2003]. Figure 1 presents a digital flow control unit or DFCU, which is the basic
component of a digital valve system. The principal idea of digital hydraulic valve control is to open
a certain combination of the on/off-valves to achieve a certain sum flow rate. Digital hydraulic
valve technology fills the gap between single on/off-valve and proportional valve control and goes
even further with accuracy, dynamics and repeatability [Linjama 2007a]. A digital valve system
(DVS) consists of a number of DFCUs, which can independently meter the flow paths of the
cylinder drive.

Figure 1: Digital flow control unit DFCU and its drawing symbol.

A typical 4/3-way control valve has a mechanically fixed opening ratio of inflow- and outflow side.
The control of an actuator with such a valve is simple, as there is only a single input, which directly
controls the opening of the valve. The downside of such a system is the energy loss induced by the
throttling. Independent metering valves offer an extra degree of freedom due to the number of
controllable metering edges. Independent metering of each flow path can be realized using 2/2-way
control valves [e.g. Jansson 1990, Shenouda 2005, Eriksson 2010], 3/3-way control valves [e.g.
Elfving 1996, Mattila 1998] or digital valve systems. Although independent metering enables
reduced energy losses, the control of such valve system is more complex. The control system must
select which metering edges to operate depending on the system state. Furthermore, the opening of
each active metering edge must be independently controlled. Independent metering using
proportional valves is a relatively widely studied subject. However, the digital valve system studied
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in the thesis offers certain unique features such as the ability to perform a complete change of the
valve state during a single control step. Figure 2 presents simplified hydraulic diagrams of the
concepts.

Figure 2: 4/3-way proportional valve, independent metering valve system using 3/3-way valves,
digital valve system consisting of four DFCUs.

Independent metering enables a number of different control modes such as inflow-outflow and
differential control modes. In order to benefit from independent metering control, certain control
laws are required for each control mode. There are a number of control laws that can be used, each
leading to different system dynamics and energy consumption. In the simplest approach, single
metering edge is used for velocity control of the actuator, while the second active metering edge is
fully opened. A more sophisticated method aims at avoiding e.g. cavitation by using pressure
regulating control instead of full opening of the metering edge. Another approach, which is studied
in the thesis, leads into active flow control of both cylinder sides.

1.1. Special features of digital hydraulic valve control
Open-loop velocity control of traditional 4/3-way control valves does not require necessarily any
electrical feedback. In case closed-loop control is required, position feedback is often sufficient.
Although the independent metering proportional valve could be used similarly, the true benefits of
independent metering are gained when load force or chamber pressures are sensed in some way and
the behavior of the valve is adjusted according to the loading condition of the cylinder drive.

The control of digital valve systems differs significantly from the control of proportional
independent metering valves. Although the digital valve system connects to the hydraulic circuit
similarly to the independent metering proportional valve, the control input is different, as presented
in Figure 3. The digital valve system consists of a number of 2/2-way on/off-valves, each of which
can be controlled separately in either open or closed position.

In contrast to pulse width modulation (PWM) of single on/off-valve, the flow rate of a DFCU is
controlled by opening a combination of valves, which gives a steady flow rate closest to the
reference value (i.e. pulse code modulation PCM).  If the flow coefficients of the bits (on/off-
valves) are unique, the number of discrete flow rates is 2N where N is the number of valves. The
optimal resolution of different flow rates is achieved by sizing the flow coefficients according to
binary series (1, 2, 4, 8, ...). In practice, this is achieved by installing fixed orifices in series with the
on/off-valves.
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Figure 3: Input/output interfaces of independent metering systems.

The dynamic behavior of a digital hydraulic valve is unique in that the bandwidth of the valve is
independent of the input amplitude. The dynamics of the complete valve system are similar to the
dynamics of a single on/off-valve. Typically, the dynamic properties can be specified relatively
accurately with two parameters: valve delay and movement time. When the state of the complete
digital hydraulic valve system is changed by changing the command signal of the valves, there is a
short delay period after which the on/off-valves change their state simultaneously.

The static control accuracy of the digital valve is characterized by deterministic operation
(individual on/off-valves are either fully open or fully closed) leading to predictable behavior. On
the other hand, the system has only a certain number of discrete output alternatives. The resolution
of the valve system depends on the number of valves and valve sizing. Deterministic flow control
can be achieved using a static model of the valve and pressure measurement of the DFCU inlet and
outlet, thus enabling software based pressure compensation. As the number of valves in a DFCU is
increased, the number of discrete flow rates increases (the addition of a valve doubles the flow
resolution in perfect binary series). By using a sufficient number of valves, the DVS can be
controlled similarly to an independent metering proportional valve system where each DFCU is
controlled separately to achieve the desired flow rate to both cylinder chambers.
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If the number of on/off-valves is kept small to minimize cost and physical size, the resolution of a
single DFCU is no longer sufficient for flow control in cylinder applications. However, in a
cylinder drive, the real output of the system is the actuator velocity, not individual flow rates of the
DFCUs. Thus, the controllability and resolution can be improved by considering the control of the
complete digital valve system together with the actuator instead of separate flow control of each
DFCU. This however leads to a control problem where the optimal valve control signal must be
selected from a big number of alternatives: for example a four-DFCU valve system where each
DFCU consists of five on/off-valves has 220 different control combinations to select from.

Figure 4 presents the valve control combinations considered by different types of controllers. The
simplest controller type is based on two separate flow controllers selecting the optimal opening for
the inflow-side and outflow side DFCUs PA and BT. The example system has four-valve DFCUs
resulting in sixteen different opening combinations of the valves per DFCU. DFCU state is a
decimal number defining the opening combination of the on/off-valves: 0 represents closed DFCU
while in state 15 all valves are open. In the example DFCU state 3 is selected, denoting opening of
on/off-valves 1 and 2 (smallest and second smallest) in each DFCU. DFCUs AT and PB are closed.

The controller type presented by the center diagram considers a set of PA & BT opening
combinations. The steady-state pressure level of the cylinder and steady-state piston velocity
depends on the opening of both A-side and B-side DFCU. If there is not a perfect opening
combination found for PA and BT DFCUs separately, the actuator velocity can be controlled more
accurately by setting a slightly too big opening for DFCU PA and a slightly too small opening for
DFCU BT, or vice versa. A model-based controller is required to evaluate the resulting velocity of
each opening combination. Furthermore, the model-based controller can be designed such that it
simultaneously controls the velocity of the piston and pressure level of the cylinder. As a digital
valve system offers discrete openings for the DFCUs, the optimal compromise between velocity and
pressure tracking must be found by using e.g. cost function. The activity of valves in each DFCU
should be limited also to avoid excessive valve switching, which does not improve the control result
further. This can be taken into account as an extra optimization criterion in the cost function.

The extended velocity controller presented by the right hand side diagram also considers the
openings of the rest of the DFCUs (secondary DFCUs). The use of secondary DFCUs results in a
small power loss in typical operating point and improved control resolution. The resolution of the
digital valve system is limited at low velocities and thus the use of secondary DFCUs is not
necessary at higher velocities. To limit power losses related to the use of secondary DFCUs, an
extra term can be added to the cost function of the controller.

Figure 4: Valve opening combinations considered in example operation point (left: simple flow
controller, center: velocity controller, right: extended velocity controller).
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The controller type used in the thesis is the extended velocity controller, which offers the best
control resolution of the methods presented. However, the controller is also relatively complex and
requires computationally heavy algorithms. A simplified block-diagram is presented in Figure 5,
which shows the main parts of the model-based digital valve controller used in the thesis. Control
mode selection block uses the measured actuator pressures to estimate the load force. The control
mode such as inflow-outflow or differential control mode is selected based on the estimated load
force, measured supply pressure and user set velocity reference. As the model-based controller is
capable of tracking simultaneously the pressure level of the cylinder and piston velocity, the mode
selection subsystem generates also chamber pressure references for the model-based controller. The
steady-state solver solves the steady-state velocity and chamber pressures resulting from different
DFCU opening combinations. Solving of the steady-state is not possible analytically, but requires
iterative calculations.  This is a computationally heavy operation and the steady-state can be solved
for limited set of valve control combinations only. Therefore, a reduction of search space is
performed before the steady-state calculations. The reduction algorithm evaluates which of the
valve control combinations are promising using computationally lighter methods. Promising
candidates are evaluated further by solving the steady-state solution. Cost function is calculated for
the valve control combinations selected in the search space. The cost function finds the optimal
control combination, which is a compromise of velocity error, chamber pressure error, power loss
and activity of valves. Finally, the optimal valve control combination is fed to the physical on/off-
valves.

Figure 5: Simplified block diagram of the control system.

1.2. Requirements of digital valves in mobile applications
The requirements for mobile control valves depend on the application. For example, the maximum
flow capacity and maximum pressure of the valve needs to be considered for digital valve systems
as well as for proportional valves. Limit values for other requirements can be achieved by studying
the characteristics of widely used mobile proportional valves. Laamanen et al. compared the
characteristics of a mobile proportional valve and a digital valve system [Laamanen 2004]. In
general, a typical digital valve system has no, or very small, leakage as long as poppet type valves
are used. Furthermore, there is no real hysteresis in digital valve control. The measured bode
diagrams of the proportional valve show bandwidth of 5-6 Hz (-3 dB) [Laamanen 2004]. The
response times of the on/off-valves used in the thesis are in the order of 10 ms, resulting in
maximum switching frequency of 50 Hz.

The two most important requirements which are specific for digital hydraulics are good flow control
resolution of the valve and exactness of dynamic behavior. Too coarse resolution will result in jerky
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motion of the actuators. In a binary coded digital valve, the resolution is in theory doubled by the
addition of each bit. The measurements in the thesis are done with binary valves having 4-5 bits,
resulting in theoretical resolutions of 15-31. The use of model-based control to enable simultaneous
control of all four DFCUs (see Figure 4) instead of independent control of two DFCUs increases the
resolution considerably. Linjama et al. demonstrated a ratio of 50 between the maximum and
minimum velocity for DVS consisting of 4-valve DFCUs in [Linjama 2005a]. This means that by
using the model-based velocity controller the number of on/off-valves required is reduced by 1-2 in
each DFCU. In practice, the opening of secondary DFCUs should be kept relatively low to
minimize power losses. Therefore, the number of valves per DFCU must be increased for certain
applications to enable sufficient controllability. However, the programmability of digital valves
offers a possibility to change the balance between e.g. control resolution and energy efficiency of
the drive according to user preference.

The variance in opening and closing times of the valves results in temporary flow control errors
when the state of the digital valve is changed and therefore an essential requirement for digital valve
systems is that the opening and closing times of the on/off-valves are equal or at least consistent
such that the differences can be compensated for. Another aspect related to the exactness of valve
behavior is the power limit of the on/off-valves. The operation of direct operated valves is often
limited to a certain flow rate. If the maximum flow rate is exceeded the valve typically closes
partially or fully. It is therefore important to throttle the output of the individual on/off-valves such
that the maximum flow rate is not exceeded in any operation point of the actuator.

As the features of digital valve systems rely strongly on the control software, certain requirements
are also set for the control system. When compared to typical control methods used with
proportional valves, the digital valve control requires controller hardware with significantly higher
computation power. Another requirement is the need to estimate the load force of the actuator. This
requires a use of reliable and relatively accurate pressure sensors located in the digital valve block.

1.3. Objectives of the thesis
The research work is carried out to provide answers to the following research questions:

1. How significantly can digital hydraulic valve drives reduce power losses when compared to
load sensing 4/3-proportional valve drives?

2. Are there more energy efficient alternatives to 4-way independent metering valve systems?
3. Can the energy efficiency of a digital hydraulic drive be predicted without simulations or

measurements?
4. How can linear analysis be utilized in the tuning of model-based controllers for digital

hydraulics?

In order to study the research questions, the following contributions are made:
1. Design of control rules for active control of the metering edges
2. Steady-state analysis of energy efficiency for single- and multi-actuator systems
3. Creation of suitable control algorithms for the digital hydraulic drives
4. Experimental evaluation of the energy efficiency
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Certain results of the thesis are independent of the control valve type and relate to all independent
metering systems (digital hydraulic or proportional). For example, the steady-state analysis is not
affected by the control valve type and the results can also be applied to independent metering
proportional valves as long as the control methods are unchanged and there are no significant valve
leakages present. However, the experimental results are obtained using digital valves and the energy
losses are compared to a 4/3-way load sensing proportional valve as it is a commonly used valve
setup in typical mobile hydraulic applications.

The work presented in the thesis is published in papers [Linjama 2007b; Linjama 2008; Huova
2009a; Huova 2009b; Huova 2010; Huova 2012a; Huova 2013]. The author’s contribution in paper
[Linjama 2007b] includes the measurements of the reference system that is the 4/3-way
proportional valve system. Furthermore, the author’s work includes a contribution to the controller
design of the digital valve: reduction of computation time related to the valve model and
preliminary study on using Simulink State flow tool as a state machine controlling a digital
hydraulic drive.

The author’s contribution in paper [Linjama 2008] includes the analysis of different control modes
and the design and implementation of the control mode selection logic. The model-based controller
of the five-DFCU digital valve system is designed and implemented by the author. What is done in
co-operation with the first author is the experimental testing.

In the rest of the papers the role of the second authors is supervisory only. Papers [Huova 2009a,
Huova 2010] introduce a throttle controlled three-chamber cylinder. The author’s contribution
includes the analysis of the control modes, design and implementation of the model-based controller
and mode selection logic, simulation study [Huova 2010] and experimental tests of the three-
chamber cylinder.

The paper [Huova 2012a] presents controller design and measurements of the four-DFCU digital
valve system capable of utilizing pressurized tank line. The author’s contribution includes the
analysis of the control modes, design and implementation of the control mode selection logic and
linear analysis of the system and experimental tests.

The author carries out steady-state analysis of the energy efficiency of the digital hydraulic drives in
[Huova 2013] and compares the results with experimental data. Utilization of light-weight formal
methods in the design of controllers for digital hydraulic valves is presented in [Huova 2009b].

1.4. Scope of the thesis
The focus of the thesis is on the energy efficiency of digital hydraulic independent metering control
in mobile hydraulic applications. Certain topics are left outside of the thesis in order to limit the
work and focus on the topic selected: hydraulic actuators can be divided into linear and rotary
actuators, and both types can be driven in velocity (rotation speed) control mode or in force (torque)
control mode. The thesis focuses on velocity control of a linear actuator, which is a common type of
application in many mobile machines. Force control of the actuator is therefore left outside the
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scope of the thesis. Force or pressure control can be realized using digital valves, although the valve
requirements are high in a typical system [Hopponen 2009, Linjama 2009a, Ketonen 2012]. To
achieve good resolution of pressure control in a typical application, the digital valve system should
preferably feature good flow resolution and fast valve dynamics.

Safety features are not a central topic of the thesis. A typical digital valve system comprises
normally closed leak-free poppet-valves, and therefore the actuator movement is stopped in case the
valves are de-energized. The use of overcenter valves or hose rupture valves is required in certain
applications, but their use is not in the focus of the thesis. In general, the reliability of the digital
valves is good due to simple on/off-type components, and the fault tolerance of the valves is good
due to redundant structure of the valve system. However, a significant amount of the functionality
of a digital valve relies on software which requires special attention [Huova 2012b].

1.5. Methods
Steady-state analysis of the power losses of various drives is carried out to create general
information about the efficiency of the drives. It would be possible to replace the analysis with a
simulation study using a dynamic non-linear model of an example system. A simulation study
would require detailed data about the system parameters and mechanics of the system driven by the
actuator and would result in data specific for the particular application only. However, steady-state
analysis requires in essence the actuator size and certain knowledge about the typical operation
range of the actuator, making it possible to achieve suggestive data about the energy losses with a
modest amount of input data.

Non-linear simulations are used in the development of the control algorithms, although the
simulation results are omitted from the thesis and experimental results are shown. Linear analysis is
carried out for controller design purposes. Lightweight formal methods are applied in the software
design process for parts of the control system. Finally, experimental evaluation of the control
schemes and the energy efficiency of the drives is carried out. The experimental data is also used
for verification of the steady-state analysis.

The model-based controller utilized in the thesis is based on the principles presented for four-DFCU
valve system, e.g. in [Linjama 2005a]. However, the system structure of three-chamber cylinder or
five-DFCU digital valve system requires thorough redesign of the controller. There are also
alternative methods for controlling the digital valve such as the model-based controller relying on a
model of single inflow-side and single outflow-side DFCU [Linjama 2003]. An even simpler
control method is based on separate flow control of the inflow-side DFCU and outflow-side DFCU
[Huova 2012]. The simpler control methods listed decrease the computational power requirements
for the controller hardware. However, the model-based controller offers improved control resolution
over the simpler control methods and is therefore selected. Furthermore, the model-based controller
achieves relatively accurate open-loop velocity control performance by using pressure
measurements, which is beneficial in mobile applications where position or velocity feedback is
rarely available.
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1.6. Structure of the thesis
The thesis is divided into five main parts. The state of the art is presented in chapters two and three,
the former presenting the state of the art of independent metering systems and the latter presenting
the current state of digital hydraulics. Steady-state analysis of the energy efficiency is carried out in
Chapter four. Chapter five presents controller design. Experimental testing is documented in
Chapter six and the results are analyzed in Chapter seven. Conclusions are made in the final
chapter.
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2. ENERGY EFFICIENT HYDRAULIC SYSTEMS

A number of different approaches have been studied and applied in order to decrease energy losses
in hydraulic systems. Pumps, motors and cylinders typically have relatively good energy efficiency
at least at certain operating points. The biggest energy losses typically result from the system design
and significantly varying operating points. Most of the digital hydraulic valve systems presented in
this thesis are driven with a load sensing supply system and thus the load sensing systems of mobile
machines are briefly presented in Section 2.1. The state of the art of independent metering systems
and their energy efficiency are presented in Section 2.2.

2.1. Load sensing systems
A hydraulic system consisting of multiple actuators, e.g. cylinders or motors often share a common
hydraulic supply. Control valves are typically utilized to control each actuator. Depending on the
supply system type, the pump flow and/or pump pressure can be matched to the loading. A typical
closed center load sensing system adjusts the supply pressure according to the highest load pressure
of the actuators. The pump flow rate matches the sum of input flows of the actuators of the system.
Therefore the load sensing system is capable of reducing losses in comparison to constant pressure
systems. A simplified hydraulic diagram of closed center load sensing circuit is presented in Figure
6. Pump pressure is set based on the inflow-side chamber pressures of the actuators. The highest
load pressure is directed to the pump controller via the shuttle valve and the pump controller
generates desired pressure margin over the highest load pressure. Pressure compensators are used to
maintain the desired pressure difference over the inflow control edge.

Figure 6: System of two closed center valves sharing a common load sensing supply line.
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The load sensing system can be designed to operate with small power losses when a single actuator
system drives resistive loadings. The power losses are due to throttling which occurs in the inflow-
and outflow control edges of the spool valve. Depending on the LS pressure margin selected, there
is only moderate pressure drop over the inflow-side control edge. Depending on the spool geometry
the outflow side pressure drop is also small, resulting in only small back-pressure on the outflow-
side cylinder chamber.

The power loss caused by the inflow-side pressure drop can be further decreased by a method called
sum flow control [Drujovic 2004]. Sum flow control is a variation of ELS (electric load sensing)
system, where the flow rate of the pump is controlled instead of the supply pressure. The method
requires velocity measurement of the actuators in order to control the pump angle and the velocity
of the actuator with highest load pressure. The power loss is decreased as the valve driving the load
with highest pressure is opened completely and driven by pump control. Jongebloed et al. suggested
the use of valve displacement sensor and inverse model of the valve to determine the required flow
rate [Jongebloed 2004].

Even though the inflow-side throttle loss is decreased in a sum flow type ELS system, the losses
related to overrunning loadings remain. Overrunning loadings occur, for example, in crane
applications when the load is lowered. The weight of the crane itself results in overrunning loadings
for certain applications. Another source of overrunning loadings relates to the deceleration of high
inertia loads. Liang et al. studied typical drive concepts in hydraulic crane applications and
concluded that driving an overrunning loading with a load sensing system results in significant
amount of energy loss which is transformed into heat. [Liang 2001]

Even if the load sensing system is capable of decreasing the power losses of the systems
significantly, the overall energy efficiency of many multi-actuator systems remains low. Virvalo et
al. calculated the efficiency of a multi actuator forest machine boom with and without a load
sensing supply system. When the hydraulic input energy of the closed center proportional valves is
compared to the physical work done on the load, the efficiency in the example work cycle is low:
1.55 % for a constant supply pressure system and 4 % for a load sensing system. The low efficiency
is explained by the fact that the boom tip is moved approximately 16 meters during the work cycle,
during which the load is elevated 2 meters. The real physical work done during the work cycle is
the elevation of the load while the hydraulic system consumes considerable amount of energy to
perform also the horizontal movements. [Virvalo 2000]

The energy losses occurring in multi-actuator load sensing systems are partly explained by the
different load pressures of the actuators. As the supply pressure is selected based on the highest load
pressure, the power loss of the actuators working against lower load pressures is increased. If a
number of load sensing supply pumps and supply lines are utilized, the power losses related to
different load pressures are decreased. Käppi et al. studied the use of 1-3 supply pumps in a multi-
actuator forest machine application. The study focused on the temperature rise of the hydraulic
medium during a typical load cycle. It was concluded that the temperature of the fluid was
drastically decreased by utilizing two supply pumps instead of one. However, there was no
significant difference in fluid temperature between two and three-pump systems. [Käppi 2001]
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2.2. Independent metering
Energy losses related to proportional or servo valve control can be decreased in certain cases by
independent metering of the cylinder chamber flows. Typical mobile application is realized by
utilizing a 4/3-way spool-type control valve together with additional valves such as pressure
compensators or anti-cavitation valves. Jansson et al. notes that by introducing more intelligent
control valves in independent metering configuration, the additional valves can be discarded at least
in certain applications. [Jansson 1990]

When the inflow and outflow of a double-acting cylinder are controlled independently, the ratio of
pressure drop across the two active control edges can be affected. This enables the minimizing of
back-pressure, which leads to decreased supply pressure and power losses when the supply system
is load sensing. Furthermore, certain realizations of independent metering control enable different
control modes, e.g. inflow-outflow control mode and differential control mode. The utilization of
different control modes leads to decreased energy losses even in constant supply pressure systems
due to decreased supply flow rate. Depending on the realization of the independent metering
system, also energy recuperation and storage in the hydraulic accumulator are possible. Independent
metering can be achieved by utilizing a number (usually 4-5) of 2/2-control valves or twin-spool
arrangement, where the cylinder is controlled by two independently controllable 3/3-valves.

2.2.1. Twin spool systems

Many early realizations of independent metering systems rely on twin spool configuration. Figure 7
presents a hydraulic diagram of a twin spool servo system. In order to benefit from the independent
metering system, the pressure level of the cylinder needs to be regulated. Elfving et al. developed a
decoupled chamber pressure controller for such a valve system in [Elfving 1996]. The controller
developed is a MIMO controller including two pressure controllers, one for each cylinder chamber.
Elfving et al. suggests the use of the two pressure controllers together with upper-level controller,
which controls a single state of the system such as velocity of the piston. The proposed system
requires feedback from the two chamber pressures and from the piston velocity [Elfving 1996].
Experimental testing is presented in [Elfving 1997a] where also the challenges related to the use of
position sensor for velocity feedback are discussed. The systems studied in [Elfving 1997a, Elfving
1996] use constant supply pressure and the focus is mainly on controller design rather than energy
efficiency.

Figure 7: Hydraulic diagram of a twin spool servo system.
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In order for typical independent metering systems to improve the energy efficiency of conventional
load sensing systems, the independent metering system should utilize variable supply pressure as
well. Elfving et al. discuss the use of the control system with load sensing supply and pressurized
tank line. The pressurized tank line is utilized to fill the inflow-side chamber when overrunning
loadings are driven. The switching from normal inflow-outflow control mode to regenerative mode
causes velocity disturbances, but Elfving et al. conclude that the effect could be avoided by using
independently controllable 2/2-way control valves. The paper presents a lowering of the load when
the meter-in side is connected to the pressurized tank line. However, the paper does not directly
focus on the benefits for energy usage but more on controller design. [Elfving 1997b]

Mattila et al. studied the energy efficient motion control of a 2-DOF hydraulic crane with a twin
spool system and a constant supply pressure in [Mattila 2000]. The regulation of chamber pressures
is achieved through the use of a force controller. Mattila concludes that by using the force controller
and twin spool system it is possible to lower the supply pressure by 15 % when compared to
traditional 4/3-way valve in that application. The traditional 4/3-way control valve requires higher
supply pressure in that application to achieve similar performance while avoiding cavitation. A 3-
DOF crane equipped with similar twin spool control valves is studied in [Mattila 1998]. The paper
demonstrates that the force control method can be used together with load sensing supply pressure.
The studies aim at lowering the supply pressure and avoiding cavitation by regulating the pressure
level of the cylinder. Changing between different control modes such as inflow-outflow and
differential control mode is not considered.

Yuan et al. studied similar system which allows simultaneous pressure and velocity control.
Although the configuration allows differential connection through the supply line, the study was
conducted for inflow-outflow connection only. A significant energy saving was achieved in the
simulation study by regulating the back pressure. The desired back pressure was set to a very low
level of 0.2 MPa. [Yuan 2005].

Andersen et al. proposed two simple control strategies for a similar twin spool drive. The simpler of
the two strategies is related to load condition, where the direction of the load force is known and
stays constant. The left side of Figure 8 presents the control strategy: the side on which the load
force is acting is driven in flow control mode, while the pressure of the second chamber is regulated
and kept at a low value to decrease losses and avoid cavitation.  On the right side of the figure a
strategy for controlling load with variable direction is presented. Pressure control is utilized on the
meter-in side and flow control on the meter-out side. Thus, the control strategy for both cylinder
chambers is decided based on the direction of velocity reference. Whenever the load is overrunning,
the inflow-side pressure is kept at user set minimum value pmin. In case the load force becomes
restricting, the inflow-side pressure reference is raised by the outer-loop PI-controller until the
minimum pressure level is reached at the outflow-side. The methods are experimentally tested in a
constant supply pressure system, but the focus is not on energy efficiency [Andersen 2001].
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Figure 8: Strategy for controlling cylinder drive with constant (left) and variable load force
direction (right) [Andersen 2001].

Hansen et al. studied the use of separate meter-in and separate meter-out control in boom
application. The motivation for using independent metering control in this paper is to achieve
improvement in energy efficiency by reducing back-pressure of a cylinder actuator. The hydraulic
diagram of the system is presented in Figure 9. The system is capable of independent metering of
inflow and outflow. However, the system cannot drive the cylinder in differential control modes due
to the hardware layout.

Figure 9: Hydraulic diagram of independent metering system realized with 3/3-valves.

In order to simultaneously control the pressure level of the cylinder and velocity of the piston, the
following control scheme is developed: Non-load carrying chamber pressure is controlled at a low
target value and velocity is controlled by regulating the flow to the load carrying chamber. The
pressure control is realized with PID-controller together with flow feedforward. The simulations
show that the settling time of the proposed control system depends heavily on the pressure setting of
the non-load carrying chamber. Velocity step responses are presented with 3.5, 2.5, 1.5 and 0.5 MPa
settings. The settling time and overshoot decreases as the pressure setting is increased. However,
the change is most significant at low pressures from 0.5 to 2.5 MPa. The phenomenon is explained
by decrease of the bulk modulus resulting from the free air content in the pressure medium. [Hansen
2011b]

Hansen et al. tested a similar valve configuration in the boom cylinder of a teletruck to investigate
the energy saving potential of independent metering valve. The energy saving is based on
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minimization of back-pressure. A comparison is made to 4/3-way proportional valve by emulating
its behavior using the independent metering valve. Input energy is reduced by 30 % during the load
cycle tested. A very significant reduction is achieved since the emulated 4/3-way proportional valve
system exhibits high back-pressure during lowering movement. [Hansen 2011a]

2.2.2. 2/2-valve systems

Jansson et al. used four 2/2-way valvistor valves to achieve independent metering configuration in
[Jansson 1990]. The valves are installed between supply line and chambers (P A  &  P B) and
chambers and tank line (A T & B T).  Two different measurements are conducted, which both
present lowering of the load into the extending direction. The velocity is controlled by controlling
the flow B T and the pressure is regulated by the control edge P A. Inflow-side pressure is set to
a low level of 0.3 MPa. The flow rate in this valve system is controllable in one direction only
allowing free flow to the opposite direction, thus the differential connection is utilized by opening
the valvistor P A only in the second control scheme. B-side pressure rises slightly above the pump
pressure, allowing free flow across the control edge B P. No special attention is paid to the
damping characteristics of such a control scheme. However, it is concluded that there are problems
in switching bump-less from one control mode to another. [Jansson 1990]

Valvistor valves can be used to control both flow directions also. Eriksson proposed an independent
metering valve configuration consisting of four bi-directional valvistor valves. The valves consist of
the main stage and two pilot valves, which are operated to control the flow to the two directions.
Such configuration results never flow in the wrong direction even if the pressure difference is
sensed erroneously. [Eriksson 2007]

Eriksson et al. studied the control of independent metering valve based on four 2/2-way servo
valves in [Eriksson 2006]. Decoupling controller similar to [Elfving 1996] is utilized. According to
the author, the controller has good rejection capability against load interaction and the controller
design is moderately simple once the decoupling controller is achieved. The downside according to
the author is that the controller is sensitive to deviations in dynamics in the model of the valves.
Furthermore, the controller requires parameters which are not constant during operation, e.g. load
mass and capacitances. [Eriksson 2006]

Eriksson studied the energy efficiency of independent metering valves in his thesis. The system
studied is a wheel loader in a short loading cycle. The author states that the calculations are rough
estimates but give good overall picture of the difference between the working hydraulic systems
studied in respect of energy consumption. Four different cases are calculated:

Case 1: Pure mechanical output energy

Case 2: As case 1, except negative power cannot be stored (but can be utilized instantaneously
between actuators)

Case 3: Conventional load sensing system with 3/4-way control valve

Case 4: Independent metering system

In a conventional load sensing system (case 3), it is assumed that the inflow-side chamber is fully
filled from the supply line. An independent metering system (case 4) introduces differential control
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modes through supply line and tank line. The study shows that the input energy is reduced by 25 %
when the independent metering system is compared to the conventional load sensing system.
[Eriksson 2010]

Eriksson studied the use of an independent metering valve configuration, the design of which relies
more on hardware than many other independent metering systems in [Eriksson 2008]. Figure 10
presents a simplified hydraulic diagram of the test system.

Figure 10: Independent metering valve consisting of six proportional valves [Eriksson 2008].

The valve system consists of six spool-type proportional valves and their pressure compensators,
whose spool position is measured for controller feedback. The mode selection is partly handled by
the hardware configuration itself. Consider, e.g. extending motion where a supply line is connected
to chamber A. In inflow-outflow control mode the valve B T is open. In addition, the valve B P
can be commanded to open as the flow from supply line to chamber B is blocked by the check
valve. As the pressure level of chamber B rises above supply line pressure, there is also an
automatic flow through the B P control valve. However, in order to raise the efficiency of
regeneration, the tank-side valve B T needs to be controlled in closed position. The system is
experimentally tested and in terms of energy efficiency it is concluded that the regenerative mode
reduces pump flow rate to one third of the normal inflow-outflow mode [Eriksson 2008].

Poppet type proportional valves can be utilized as well as valvistors to allow independent metering.
Yao et al. developed a controller with a two-level approach for five valve configuration as presented
in Figure 11. [Yao 2012].

Figure 11: Five valve independent metering system [Yao 2012].
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The upper level of the control algorithm decides the control mode, i.e. the active valves and the
lower level valve controller performs pressure and velocity control. Table 1 lists the control modes
utilized.

Table 1: Programmable valve working mode selection.

Direction of
Movement

Direction of
load force

A-side valves B-side valves Offside

> 0 > 0 P A B T B
> 0 < 0 P A & B A B A A
< 0 > 0 & pA > pB A B A B & B T B
< 0 > 0 & pA pB A T P B B
< 0 < 0 A T P B A

Pressure control is applied on the offside while the working side is under velocity control. The
working side and offside are directly decided based on the direction of load force. The measurement
results show that the system is capable of lowering loads with zero energy taken from the pump
line. [Yao 2002] & [Liu 2002]

Shenouda et al. studied the use of four electro-hydraulic poppet valves [EHPV] in independent
metering in a tractor loader backhoe. Figure 12 presents the hydraulic diagram of a single actuator.

Figure 12: Independent metering realized with EHPVs [Shenouda 2005].

Shenouda et al. list five different metering modes that can be utilized. Powered extension and
retraction modes are conventional inflow-outflow modes. High side regeneration extension mode is
a differential connection where outflow of chamber B is directed to supply line via valve PB. The
pump provides the remaining flow to the supply line and chamber A is filled through valve PA.
Low side regeneration extension mode utilizes the tank side valves AT and BT to realize
differential connection. A spring loaded check valve is utilized in return line to increase flow from
chamber B to chamber A despite the pressure drop across valve AT. The remaining flow is again
supplied by the pump via valve PA. Low side regeneration retraction mode is also possible and
requires no flow from the pump. Valves AT and BT are utilized to fill chamber B and the excess
flow from the outflow side A is fed to the tank through the check valve.
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The control modes possible are presented in Table 2. The study concentrates on offline optimization
of the control modes taking into account load force and velocity of three actuators. It is concluded
that the control modes selected based on offline optimization algorithm could not be utilized as such
because of too frequent mode switching [Shenouda 2005].

Table 2: Metering modes utilized with EHPVs.

Mode A-side valves B-side valves Flow from pump line
Powered extension mode P A B T v * AA
Powered retraction mode A T P B -v * AB
High side regeneration extension mode P A B P v * (AA- AB)
Low side regeneration extension mode T A, P A  B T v * (AA- AB)
Low side regeneration retraction mode A T T B 0

In his PhD thesis, Shenouda developed a continuously variable mode switching scheme between
inflow-outflow and differential mode. The scheme is based on simultaneous opening of three flow
edges when changing from one mode to another. The method enables smoother transition from one
mode to another, but results in higher energy consumption than the use of distinct control modes.
An experimental test where the cylinder is driven in extending direction shows 79 % reduced input
energy when distinct control modes are used. The input energy is reduced by 71 % when
continuously variable modes are used. [Shenouda 2006]

Opdenbosch. et al. studied automatic calibration of electro-hydraulic poppet valves [EHPV] in
independent metering application. To allow accurate state-variable tracking (piston velocity,
cylinder pressure level), the valve model utilized in control has to be accurate. The proportional
valve utilized possesses highly non-linear relationship between the solenoid current and the valve
opening. Neural network is utilized in the feedforward loop to model the current–valve opening
relationship. [Opdenbosch 2011]

Hu et al. realized independent metering by utilizing five 2/2-way electrohydraulic cartridge valves.
Instead of the five valve system studied by Yao et al., the system consists of four valves connected
to the cylinder chambers and fifth valve connected between supply and tank line. The fifth valve is
utilized to realize different center positions. The valve P T can be used for example as a supply
pressure relief valve. Velocity control is achieved by controlling single flow path in each moving
function while the second control path is fully open. Therefore, good controllability is only
achieved with a certain load force range. [Hu 2002]
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3. DIGITAL HYDRAULICS: STATE OF THE ART

There is a feature linking all digital hydraulic approaches together: the utilization of on/off-type
components. On/off-type components have both positive and negative sides to them. Typically, the
deterministic operation of the components enables desirable features compared to traditional
hydraulics. On the other hand, problems with limited control resolution are encountered if the
system is not properly designed.

3.1. Parallel connected on/off-valves
A number of parallel connected on/off-valves form a digital flow control unit or DFCU. The valves
in a DFCU may be of the same flow capacity (pulse number modulation of bits with equal
significance) or the flow capacities may be unequal (pulse code modulation of bits whose
significance is set according to, e.g. binary series). Figure 13 presents an example of different flow
rates that can be achieved by using binary coded five-valve DFCU.

Figure 13: Flow rates of an ideal five valve DFCU.

The left-hand side of the figure shows a pQ-diagram of the individual valves. The right hand side
shows the flow rates which are achieved by opening different combinations of valves. The five-
valve DFCU is capable of producing 31 unique flow rates (and zero flow), resulting in relatively
good controllability for many applications. An increase of the number of bits results in greater
resolution: in the case of ideal binary series each bit doubles the resolution.

In order to utilize digital valves in cylinder control in a typical 4/3 setup a number of approaches
have been studied. Linjama et al. studied the use of two 5-bit DFCUs together with an on/off-type
4/2-directional valve in water hydraulic cylinder drive. The DFCUs were located in the supply and
tank lines and the 4/2 valve was utilized to change the movement direction, as presented in Figure
14. [Linjama 2003]
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Figure 14: Cylinder drive formed by two DFCUs.

In order to improve the control resolution of a cylinder drive Linjama et al. proposed a system of
four DFCUs, as presented in Figure 15. The control resolution of the system is improved especially
at small velocities resulting from the possibility of utilizing crossflow from supply line to tank line.
Depending on the pressure of cylinder chamber, a large number of unique net flow rates to the
chamber is achieved by opening a combination of valves on the supply side (e.g. DFCU P A) and
on the tank side (e.g. DFCU A T). [Linjama 2005a]

Figure 15: Cylinder drive formed by four DFCUs (or a digital valve system, DVS).
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The valve configuration presented in Figure 15 is also the basis of the different digital hydraulic
valve systems studied in the thesis. There are a number of positive features that can be achieved by
using the valve configuration presented:

1. Deterministic operation
a. p/Q-characteristics of each valve and therefore the whole DFCU is accurately known
b. p/Q-characteristics do not change over time
c. Current state of the DFCU is accurately known
d. State of the DFCU after a change in control signal can be accurately predicted
e. Opening of the DFCU is stable against pressure variations, etc.
f. The state of each DFCU can be changed as fast as a single on/off-valve

2. Fault tolerance
3. Energy saving features through multiple control modes

The energy saving possibilities are due to the distributed nature of the valve. Linjama et al. studied
the use of different control modes and simultaneous control of cylinder pressure level and piston
velocity in a simulated cylinder drive. [Linjama 2005b]

Siivonen et al. studied the fault tolerance and fault detection possibilities of the digital valve system.
A faulty acting on/off-valve can be detected using a special detection sequence which relies on
measured chamber pressure data [Siivonen 2007a]. Instead of an offline fault detection sequence, an
online detection scheme may be utilized based on additional sensor data. Siivonen et al. presented a
method for detecting and analyzing electrical faults of an on/off-valve by on/off-type diagnostic
data. [Siivonen 2007b]

The digital valve system gives an opportunity to compensate for valve faults. This is due to inherent
redundancy in the system. Figure 16 presents an example of DFCU flow series, where the third
biggest valve is closed. On the left side is the flow series without compensation, and on the right
hand side is the flow series with the fault compensated.

Figure 16: Compensation of a valve jammed in closed position.
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If the valve is jammed into the open position, the compensation requires the use of other DFCUs in
order to compensate for the surplus flow. For example, the excess flow of DFCU PA can be
compensated for by draining the surplus to tank line via DFCU AT. [Siivonen 2005; Siivonen 2009]

Although there are a number of positive features related to digital valve systems, there are also
negative features which do not occur in traditional proportional valve control. The stepless nature of
proportional flow control is achieved by a DFCU with big enough resolution. In practice, the
continuity of flow through a DFCU may be deteriorated by uncertain on/off-valve dynamics. If the
valve delays or valve response times are not matched, certain state transitions will produce non-
desired flow rates when the valves are changing their state. Figure 17 presents an ideal transition
from state three to state four (i.e. valves 1 and 2 are closed and valve 3 is opened) for a system of
valves which have an opening and closing delay of six milliseconds and movement time of four
milliseconds. As an example, the valve opening delay is decreased to 5 milliseconds, which results
in roughly 20 % overshoot in this case. Another example shows the behavior of valves whose
opening delay is increased to 8 milliseconds, resulting in considerable undershoot.

Figure 17: Transition from state 3 to state 4 with matched valve delays (dashed line) and two non-
ideal valve delays (continuous lines).

Laamanen et al. studied the use of different DFCU coding methods to avoid or decrease the
problems related to state transition uncertainty in digital valve systems. There are a number of
different coding schemes that can be utilized instead of binary coding. Laamanen et al. propose the
use of Fibonacci series, which allows two or more unique valve combinations to realize virtually all
possible flow rates of a DFCU. By utilizing coding schemes such as Fibonacci coding, so-called
bad state transitions can be avoided to a certain extent. Bad state transition occurs when the
simultaneous closing of a set of valves and opening of another set of valves is required to reach the
desired state. [Laamanen 2003], [Laamanen 2006], [Laamanen 2007]

A complete solution related to uncertainty of state transition in digital valve control is given by
Linjama et al. in [Linjama 2007a]. Pulse number modulated DFCU with equally sized valves will
not result in bad state transitions. Linjama et al propose the miniaturization of on/off-valves
together with pulse number modulation as an approach to improve (digital) valve control
technology. Desired features include good fault tolerance, no transient uncertainty, small step size
uncertainty, need for only one valve size and fast response time which is independent of the step
size.
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3.2. Switching control
Pulse width modulation is an alternative control method for on/off-valves. While PCM-control
utilizes a number of parallel connected valves, the PWM-control drives a single valve to produce
different mean flow rates. One example of PWM-controlled hydraulic drive is introduced by
Plöckinger et al. [Plöckinger 2009]. The valve response time is below 2 milliseconds, which enables
high modulation frequency.

In traditional PWM-control the actuating frequency and duty cycle of the valve are tuned so that the
valve reaches the fully closed and fully open position after each change in the PWM control signal.
The ballistic control mode presented by Schepers et al. allows faster switching frequencies, leading
to partial openings of the on/off-valve. Schepers et al. introduce five different operating modes for a
valve:

1. Closed: the duty cycle is small enough so that valve stays closed
2. Ballistic mode: the valve is switching without ever reaching the fully open position due to

the small duty cycle
3. Normal mode: the valve is switching between fully open and fully closed positions
4. Inverse ballistic mode: the valve is switching without ever reaching the fully closed position

due to the high duty cycle
5. Open: the valve stays completely open due to the high duty cycle [Schepers 2010]

The energy efficiency of PWM-control is improved by utilizing two supply lines with different
pressure levels and a buck converter type configuration. Figure 18 presents a simplified diagram of
such a configuration (valves enabling retracting movement are omitted). The operation principle
relies on the utilization of hydraulic inductance and capacitance. The inertia of the fluid column
inside the pipe acting as an inductance is accelerated by opening the high pressure line valve. After
the valve is closed, oil from the low pressure line is fed through an active on/off-valve or a check
valve, as illustrated. Depending on the load pressure pA the velocity of the oil column decelerates
and finally the high pressure side valve is opened again. The buck converter is thus capable of
utilizing two pressure sources and converting the energy efficiently, independent of the load
pressure. Scheidl et al. list the biggest imperfections in practice as pressure losses, the finite
switching times of the valves and pipeline dynamics, which deviate considerably from ideal
inductance. [Scheidl 2008]

Figure 18: Simplified diagram of a hydraulic buck converter.
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3.3. Multi-chamber cylinders
Typical hydraulic cylinders consist of one or two cylinder chambers. In order to improve energy
efficiency, a bigger number of chambers can be utilized, thus creating a hydraulic cylinder, the
chamber area of which can be varied between different discrete values. By utilizing a number of
supply lines Nsupply with different pressure levels and a number of cylinder chambers Nchambers, the
number of control modes is . Each control mode has a unique input power and
feasible force control range. In other words, the multi-chamber cylinder together with suitable
control valves and control algorithm is capable of converting the input power to output power
without big throttling losses independent of the load force.

Linjama et al. present a method for secondary control of the multi-chamber cylinder. The system
consists of a four chamber cylinder with two pressure sources (Figure 19) leading into a force
actuator with 16 different output values (Figure 20). The system produces 16 different accelerations
when the piston is subjected to load inertia. Linjama et al. introduce a PI-type position controller as
an outer control loop, the output of which is fed to a P-type velocity controller together with
velocity feedforward. The velocity feedback of the inner loop is required to avoid instability related
to the double integrator nature of the system. [Linjama 2009b]

Figure 19: Secondary controlled multi-chamber cylinder.

Figure 20: Force combinations produced by a four-chamber cylinder with binary coded chamber
areas.
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3.4. Linear digital hydraulic transformer
The operation principle of a linear digital hydraulic transformer is close to a multi-chamber
cylinder, but it acts as a transformer between constant pressure supply line and an actuator instead
of being a linear drive itself.  Figure 21 presents a simplified hydraulic diagram of a linear digital
hydraulic transformer. [Bishop 2009a]

Figure 21: A simplified hydraulic diagram of a digital hydraulic linear transformer [Bishop 2009a].

Supply line pressure is converted to load pressure by utilizing a device which resembles a multi-
chamber cylinder. The device consists of chambers whose areas are set according to binary series.
The transformation ratio is set by controlling the 3/2 valves pressurizing a certain combination of
the chamber areas. Figure 22 presents a reciprocating version of the transformer, the output of
which is not limited to a certain fluid volume. The flow direction of the transformer can be changed
by controlling the 4/2-valves, and the chamber connected to the transformer is selected with the 4/3-
valve, resulting in the possibility of four-quadrant operation [Bishop 2009b].

Figure 22: Digital hydraulic linear transformer connected to double acting cylinder.
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The transformation ratio of the system is quantized, and therefore Bishop suggests throttling as a
final fitting method between the transformer output and the load pressure. The throttling induces a
small amount of power loss, but is significantly smaller than the loss in traditional proportional
control. [Bishop 2010]

3.5. Digital hydraulic power management system
The digital hydraulic power management system (DHPMS) is a displacement device which is
capable of routing fluid flow between a number of inlet/outlet-ports with minimum energy loss.
Figure 23 presents a conceptual diagram of the functions of such a device. The example includes
two actuator ports, energy storage and tank. All possible flow paths and directions are depicted in
the figure. [Linjama 2009c]

Figure 23: Conceptual diagram of a digital hydraulic power management system DHPMS.

A partial hydraulic diagram of one implementation of a DHPMS is presented in Figure 24. The
piston type DHPMS consists of a number of pistons driven from a common prime mover shaft and
their control valves. On/off-valves are utilized to direct fluid from the inlets/outlets to the DHPMS
cylinder during the suction stroke and from the cylinder to inlet/outlets during the pumping stroke.

Figure 24: Hydraulic diagram of single piston and its control valves.
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The DHPMS enables number of operation modes: The system is capable of regenerating energy
from the actuators and utilizing it to power other actuators or charging the energy storage. Energy
can be directed from the storage to feed the actuators. A prime mover can be utilized to feed energy
to the actuators or to charge the energy storage. Finally, the energy from the energy storage or
actuators can be utilized to assist the prime mover if there is an external load (e.g. the drive
transmission of a mobile machine).

The practical implementation of a simplified DHPMS (one inlet & one outlet) is presented by
Tammisto et al. with measured efficiencies. It is concluded that the approach is viable, but there are
strict requirements for the control valves. The valves should be fast switching while maintaining
low electrical energy consumption. [Tammisto 2010]

DHPMS may be connected to actuators through control valves as in [Linjama 2009c], [Karvonen
2011], or direct connection can be utilized as in [Heikkilä 2013]. In direct connection, two outlets of
a DHPMS are connected to ports of a double-acting cylinder and cylinder is directly controlled by
the DHPMS. To achieve good controllability, relatively high rotating speed and small piston
displacements are required.
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4. STEADY-STATE ANALYSIS OF ENERGY EFFICIENCY

Analysis of the energy efficiency of digital hydraulic valve systems can be performed in multiple
ways. In order to achieve accurate results for the efficiency and a justified comparison with
traditional systems, an example system with realistic work cycle can be analysed through
simulations or measurements. Even though the method gives accurate data about the energy
efficiency of such a system for such a work cycle, it does not allow generalization of the results for
different systems or load cycles.

Another approach is to evaluate the efficiency using a steady-state model of the system [Huova
2013]. The energy efficiency of the digital hydraulic valve system is related to the control method
that allows the use of multiple control modes and separate control of each flow edge, i.e.
independent metering. The control method and the hydraulic components themselves are highly
non-linear, which makes it difficult to give a single figure or simple formula defining the efficiency
of the system. However, the equations behind the control mode selection logic and input power can
be exploited to study the energy efficiency of different system configurations and loadings in
steady-state.

4.1. Power consumption of proportional valve system
The input power of a 4/3-proportional valve with load sensing supply pressure is analyzed as a
comparison for the proposed digital hydraulic systems. The 4/3-way proportional valve is used as a
reference system due to its broad use in mobile machines. The following assumptions are made:

1. The system is in steady-state

2. Opening of the outflow-side control edge is proportional to the opening of inflow-side
control edge

3. Pressure compensator is ideal and the pressure difference over the inflow-side control edge
is always pcomp

4. There are no leakages in the valve

The analysis takes into account that heavily overrunning loadings tend to induce cavitation on the
inflow-side of the cylinder. This is due to increased pressure difference on the outflow-side, which
is compensated for by smaller opening (control signal) of the control valve. This reduces the supply
flow and input power of the valve and is thus an important factor when power loss of a mobile
proportional valve is analyzed. The problems with partial filling of the chamber are typically
alleviated by installing anti-cavitation valves which act as a check valve between the tank line and
cylinder chamber. However, the problem is only partially solved by anti-cavitation valves, as the
pressure level of the inflow-side chamber is low, resulting in typically low bulk modulus of the
fluid and decreased natural frequency of the system. Overcenter valves are used in certain
applications to avoid the problem. Cylinder outflow is throttled by the overcenter valve such that
the inflow-side pressure is maintained at an acceptable level. The inflow-side chamber is filled fully
from the supply line, which increases losses. The overcenter valves are used in certain applications
only and therefore they are omitted from this analysis.
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The steady-state chamber pressures and control edge openings of a proportional valve driven
cylinder are calculated in section 4.1.1. Load sensing supply pressure is determined according to the
inflow-side chamber pressure and LS-margin. The supply flow rate is calculated using the inflow-
side opening and the pressure compensator setting pcomp. Finally, the input power of the
proportional valve in steady-state conditions is calculated as the supply pressure and flow rate are
known.

4.1.1. Calculation of chamber pressures

The opening of the metering edges is solved to calculate the steady-state chamber pressures of the
proportional valve. The analysis is done separately for restricting load forces and overrunning load
forces which tend to induce cavitation on the inflow-side chamber. Overrunning load force
increases pressure difference on the outflow-side control edge requiring decreased valve opening in
order to achieve the desired actuator velocity. As the valve opening is reduced, the inflow-side
chamber is only partially filled from the pump line, reducing input power.

When the load force is restricting extending movement, the flow coefficient of inflow metering
edge is:

KvPA =
vssAA

pcomp
(1)

where vss is steady-state velocity, AA is piston side area and pcomp is the set point of the pressure
compensator. The opening of outflow-edge is assumed to be proportional to the opening of inflow-
edge:

KvBT =
KvPA (2)

where  is the ratio of the A-side and B-side opening. Figure 25 presents the flow coefficients of the
control edges as a function of steady-state piston velocity in restricting load conditions. The
chamber areas are set according to asymmetric cylinder (  80 / 45), the pressure compensator set
point is 1 MPa and the ratio of inflow and outflow opening is set according to cylinder chamber
area ratio.

Figure 25: Flow coefficients of the control edges.
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The back-pressure of the cylinder in extending motion against restricting load force is:

pBss =
vssAB

KvBT

2
(3)

where AB is the rod side chamber area. Inflow-side pressure can be calculated from the force
equation and the load sensing supply pressure setting is achieved by adding the pressure margin to
the inflow-side pressure.

The inflow-side pressure decreases as the load force decreases. At a certain load force, the inflow-
side chamber pressure is zero and cavitation occurs. The force range that is overrunning enough to
induce cavitation on the inflow-side can be calculated by using equation 3 and force equation,
where the inflow-side chamber pressure is set to zero:

F -
vssAB

KvBT

2

AB (4)

The load force range inducing cavitation can be written as a function of the inflow-side opening:

-
vssAB
KvPA

2

AB (5)

Finally, considering equation 1, the load force range inducing cavitation is solved:

F -AB
3 pcomp AA

2
(6)

The inflow-side chamber pressure is zero, resulting in supply pressure level equal to the load
sensing pump pressure margin. In order to calculate the supply flow rate, the valve openings have to
be determined. As the inflow-side chamber pressure is zero in this region, the outflow side pressure
is determined directly by the load force and outflow-side chamber area. The opening of the meter
out edge is thus:

KvBT =
vssAB

-F/AB
(7)

The opening of the inflow metering edge is proportional to the opening of the outflow edge:

KvPA = KvBT (8)

Figure 26 shows the steady-state chamber pressures and control edge flow coefficients as a function
of load force. Velocity is extending and set to 0.3 m/s, cylinder is 80 / 45 mm and the pressure
compensator set point is 1 MPa. Flow coefficients are constant in the restricting load force region.
As the inflow-side pressure is in cavitation in the overrunning load force region, the back pressure
of the cylinder increases as the load becomes more overrunning. The pressure difference over the
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outflow control edge increases and thus the valve opening (command signal) is decreased to
maintain the steady-state velocity.

Figure 26: Steady-state chamber pressures and flow coefficients as a function of load force.

Equations for retracting direction can be derived similarly. Outflow-side pressure for restricting
movement is:

pAss =
-vssAA

KvPB

2
(9)

where the inflow opening KvPB is:

KvPB =
-vssAB

pcomp
(10)

Loadings which are overrunning enough to induce cavitation fulfill the inequality:

F
AA

3 pcomp

( *AB)2
(11)

The opening of the meter in edge is thus:

KvPB =
-vssAA

F/AA
(12)
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4.1.2. Calculation of load sensing supply pressure

The calculation of the supply pressure is based on the assumption that the supply pressure exceeds
the inflow-side chamber pressure by the pressure margin:

pP =
pAss + pLS, vss 0

pBss + pLS, vss < 0
(13)

In the multiactuator case, the highest supply pressure pP of all the actuators is chosen and the input
power of an actuator is:

Pin =
pPKvPA pcomp, vss 0

pPKvPB pcomp, vss<0
(14)

If the supply pressure pP exceeds the maximum pressure pmax, the load force is too restricting and
the loading is considered unfeasible.

4.2. Feasibility of control modes of digital hydraulic drives
Analysis of the energy consumption of the digital valve system is more complex than the analysis of
the proportional valve driven cylinder. The freedom to use different control modes decreases power
losses, but complicates the analysis. Although the independent metering digital valve system
enables different control modes, not all modes are feasible with all operating points. The feasibility
of control modes depends on the supply pressure, load force and system parameters. In order for the
control mode to be feasible, the supply pressure must overcome the load force, the chamber
pressures should stay between user set minimum and maximum pressures and there should be
sufficient pressure differences over the control edges.

The following sections define the feasibility conditions of control modes for different digital valve
systems. The following assumptions are made:

1. Target values for chamber pressures are between minimum and maximum pressure pmin and
pmax

2. Supply pressure is higher than minimum pressure pmin

3. Pressure difference p over an active DFCU is at least the target pressure difference pN

when possible. If not possible, the pressure difference must be at least pmin.

4. The minimum pressure is not smaller than the target pressure difference pmin pN

If the assumptions are violated (due to e.g. erroneous control software or faulty pressure sensor
data) the system behavior might be unexpected. If there is a small error in the pressure sensor data,
the software based pressure compensation deteriorates, leading to increased velocity and chamber
pressure error. If the pressure measurement error is in the order of the target pressure difference or
bigger, there is a risk of wrong movement direction. It is, however, possible to check the operation
of the pressure sensors in an offline diagnostic cycle to reduce the risk of erroneous sensor data.
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4.2.1. Four-DFCU valve

The four-DFCU digital valve is capable of controlling the actuator in different control modes
[Linjama 2007b]. The control modes and their symbols are presented in Figure 27. The symbols
(PTe, PPe, TPr and PPr) of the control modes define the connection of the piston side chamber, rod
side chamber and movement direction (e.g. PTe denotes that A-chamber is connected to supply line
P, B-chamber is connected to tank line T and movement direction is extending).

Figure 27: Control modes of four-DFCU digital valve.

Figure 28 presents a set of additional control modes, which rely on filling cylinder chambers from
the tank line. The filling of the chambers can be realized by active opening of the tank-side DFCUs
or by using hydro-mechanical anti-cavitation valves. If the tank line and the tank port of the digital
valve system are properly dimensioned, the tank line pressure is low, resulting in very low chamber
pressure and possibly only partial filling of the chamber when these control modes are used. Bulk
modulus of the fluid inside the chamber is drastically decreased, resulting in low stiffness.
Furthermore, the controllability of the flow rate to the expanding chamber is lost as the pressure
difference over the DFCU is minimal. To avoid the problem, the control modes of Figure 28 are
utilized only in a system equipped with pressurized tank line. Control modes utilizing three control
edges simultaneously [Shenouda 2006] are not used in the thesis.
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Figure 28: Control modes where chambers are filled from the tank line.

In order to analyze the efficiency of different control mode combinations, the feasibility of each
mode has to be determined first. The feasibility of each control mode depends on the load force F,
supply pressure pP, desired pressure difference p, minimum pressure pmin, maximum pressure pmax

and cylinder chamber areas AA and AB [Linjama 2007b].

Inflow-outflow control mode in extending direction is realized by opening the DFCU of the supply
line on the A-side and the tank line DFCU on the B-side. In order to be feasible, the control mode
has to produce enough force to overcome the load force. Maximum force is generated when the
pressure in chamber A is at the maximum possible value and the pressure in chamber B is at the
minimum value pmin. Maximum pressure on the A-side is determined by the supply pressure and the
target pressure differential. If the supply pressure is assumed to be freely selectable between pmin

and pmax, the maximum value for the supply pressure is pmax. Thus, the maximum load force that
can be handled is:

= pmax - p AA - pminAB (15)

The load force may be also overrunning, which might lead to excessive pressure in the outflow-side
or cavitation in the inflow-side. The biggest negative load force that the cylinder is able to handle is
limited by the minimum and maximum allowed pressures. The cylinder reaches the biggest negative
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force when the pressure of chamber B is at maximum value pmax and the pressure of chamber A at
the minimum value pmin:

Fmin = pminAA - pmaxAB (16)

For a mode to be feasible, the measured load force has to lie between Fmin and Fmax. Furthermore,
high enough supply pressure is needed to overcome the load force:

min
_ min minmax , B

P
A

p A Fp p p p
A

              (17)

The minimum supply pressure is selected such that there is minimum pressure pmin on the outflow-
side and sufficient pressure difference over the inflow-side control edge when load force is
restricting. If the load force is significantly overrunning, the piston motion would not necessarily
require power from the supply line. However, the supply pressure should not be lower than pmin p
to avoid cavitation on the inflow-side and to maintain sufficient pressure difference. The equations
15-17 can be combined to give a presentation for the feasibility of extending inflow-outflow control
mode:

min max max min

min
min

, , &

max ,

PTe P A B A B

B
P

A

M F p p p A p A F p p A p A

p A Fp p p p
A

       (18)

The feasibility of extending inflow-outflow control mode MPTe is a Boolean value, where True
denotes that the piston can be driven in inflow-outflow control mode in particular system
conditions. The feasibility is a function of the load force F, supply pressure pP and desired pressure
difference p. Similarly, the conditions can be written for retracting inflow-outflow control mode:

min max max min

min
min

, , &

max ,

TPr P A B A B

A
P

B

M F p p p A p p A F p A p A

p A Fp p p p
A

       (19)

The differential connection can be realized using the supply side DFCUs. The flow is directed from
chamber B to the supply line through DFCU PB in an extending movement. Therefore, the supply
pressure has to be lower than the pressure of chamber B. As chamber A is fed from the supply line,
the pressure of chamber A is lower than the supply pressure. Maximum force is generated when the
overall pressure level of the cylinder is as high as possible. The minimum possible force is equal to
the minimum force generated by the inflow-outflow mode. The condition for the feasibility of the
extending differential control mode is:

min max max max

min max

, , 2 &

max ,

PPe P A B A B

A B
P

A B

M F p p p A p A F p p A p A

p A A F
p p p p p

A A

       (20)
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In particular cases, the differential mode can be realized also in retracting direction through the
supply side DFCUs. The control mode is possible if any of the following conditions hold:

- Supply pump is capable of motoring the excess flow
- There is an accumulator to store the excess flow
- There are other active actuators which consume the excess flow
- Pressure relief valve relieves the supply line (energy loss is generated)

As the supply line is fed from chamber A, the chamber pressure has to be higher than the supply
pressure. The pressure level of chamber B has to be lower than the supply pressure to ensure correct
flow direction over DFCU PB. Thus, the control mode can be utilized only when the load force is
positive enough. The least positive load force that the control mode can drive is achieved at the
minimum pressure level of the cylinder. The ability to drive highly positive loadings is restricted by
the fact that maximum pressure cannot be exceeded in chamber A and minimum pressure is
retained in chamber B. Therefore, the condition for the feasibility of retracting differential control
mode is:

Pr min min max min

min max

, , 2 &

min ,

P P A B A B

A B
P

A B

M F p p p p A p A F p A p A

p A A F
p p p p p

A A

     (21)

Figure 29 presents the feasibility ranges of the control modes as a function of supply pressure and
load force for an example system: cylinder chamber areas are set according to an  80/45 mm
cylinder. Desired pressure difference and minimum pressure are set to 1.5 MPa while maximum
pressure is 25 MPa. The control mode is feasible in the area circled by the line. For example, the
extending differential control mode is feasible when the load force is not heavily restricting and the
supply pressure is sufficient. When the supply pressure is 3 MPa, the differential control mode is
capable of driving load forces lower than approx -8 kN. The control mode is not feasible with lower
supply pressure as the minimum chamber pressure or desired pressure difference would not be
reached. The maximum force of approximately 25 kN is reached with a supply pressure of
23.5 MPa. The differential control mode is not feasible when the supply pressure is higher than
pmax - p as the outflow-side chamber pressure would exceed the maximum pressure. The ability to
drive overrunning load forces is limited by the minimum and maximum pressures: the limit is
reached when inflow-side pressure is at minimum and outflow-side at maximum pressure.

The extending inflow-outflow control mode is capable of driving significantly bigger load forces
(the maximum being approximately 113 kN in this example). The operating range presented in the
Figure 29 is reached by allowing supply pressures higher than the maximum pressure pmax. The
inflow-side pressure difference is then increased to avoid chamber pressures higher than pmax.

The retracting control modes are presented similarly. The biggest difference between extending and
retracting control modes is that the feasible load force range of the retracting differential mode is
narrowed as supply pressure is increased. This is due to negative pump flow rate, i.e. the supply
pump is in the motoring range.
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Figure 29: Feasible ranges of the different control modes (top: extending control modes;
bottom: retracting control modes).

4.2.2. Four-DFCU valve with two pressure sources

The four-DFCU valve system with a single pressure source and a tank line is restricted to a low
number of possible control modes. A more general system can be realized by utilizing two pressure
sources: a supply line and a pressurized tank line. The configuration allows four different control
mode combinations into both moving directions. Independent of the moving direction, each cylinder
chamber can be connected to either a supply line or pressurized tank line. [Huova 2012]

The feasibility study includes one extra parameter when compared to a single supply line case: the
tank line pressure pT. Figure 30 shows the feasible chamber pressure ranges of each control mode
into both moving directions. The chart is used as a basis for deriving the conditions for the
feasibility of the control modes. Extending tank-side differential control mode TTe can be analysed
as an example: flow to chamber A is directed from the pressurized tank line; thus, the pressure in
chamber A must be lower than the tank line pressure to maintain the desired pressure difference.
However, the pressure should not be lower than minimum pressure pmin in order to retain the
stiffness of the actuator. Also the outflow-side chamber B is connected to the tank line. Thus, the
pressure of chamber B needs to be higher than the tank line pressure by the desired pressure
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difference. However, the maximum pressure should not be exceeded. The feasible chamber pressure
ranges are presented in the figure as light and dark colored bars, where light grey denotes
connection to the supply line and dark grey to the tank line.

Figure 30: Different control modes and feasible chamber pressure ranges (dark grey: chamber is
connected to tank line; light grey: chamber is connected to supply line).

The extending inflow-outflow control mode is similar to the normal extending inflow-outflow
control mode except that the outflow side chamber pressure has to exceed the tank line pressure by
the target pressure differential. Tank line pressure is assumed to lie between 0 and pmax – p.

M2pPTe F,pP,pT p =
pminAA - pmaxAB F pmax - p AA - max pmin, pT + p AB &

pP max pmin + p,
F + pAA + max pmin, pT + p AB

AA

(22)

Similarly, the condition for the feasibility of the retracting inflow-outflow mode (TPr)  can  be
written:

M2pTPr F,pP,pT p =

max pmin, pT + p AA - pmax - p AB F pmaxAA - pminAB &

pP max pmin p,
-F + max pmin, pT + p A

A
+ pAB

AB

(23)

The supply side differential modes are similar to the single supply line system as the tank line is not
utilized in these control modes.
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M2pPPe F,pP,pT p =
pminAA - pmaxAB F pmax - p AA - pmaxAB &

max pmin + p,
F + p(AA + AB)

AA - AB
pP pmax - p

(24)

M2pPPr F,pP,pT p =
pmin + p AA - pminAB F pmaxAA - pminAB &

pmin + p pP min pmax - p,
F - p(AA + AB)

AA - AB

(25)

The control modes listed can essentially be generated also with a single supply line. Four additional
control modes can be defined as a result of the pressurized tank line. They consist of two
differential control modes, which are realized through the tank side DFCUs and two regenerative
inflow-outflow control modes, where the inflow-side is connected to the tank line and the outflow-
side to the supply line. The tank side differential connection to the extending direction and
retracting direction is conditioned as follows:

M2pTTe F,pT p =
pminAA - pmaxAB F pT - p AA - pT + p AB &

pmin + p pT pmax - p
(26)

M2pTTr F,pT p =
pT + p AA - pT - p AB F pmaxAA - pminAB &

pmin + p pT pmax - p
(27)

The regenerating inflow-outflow control modes TPe and PTr are conditioned as follows:

M2pTPe F,pP,pT p =

pminAA - pmaxAB F pT - p AA - max pmin, pT + p AB &
pT pmin + p &

pP min pmax - p,
-F + pT - p AA - pAB

AB

(28)

M2pPTr F,pP,pT p =

max pmin, pT + p AA - pT - p AB F pmaxAA - pminAB &
pT pmin + p &

pP min pmax - p,
F + pT - p AB - pAA

AA

(29)

The feasible ranges of each control mode are presented in Figure 31. The extending control modes
are presented in the two upper diagrams and the retracting control modes in the two lower diagrams.
Tank line pressure pT is set to 3 MPa and the rest of the system parameters are as defined in 4.2.1.
The feasible load force ranges of inflow-outflow control modes PTe & TPr are slightly restricted
due to increased back-pressure. The supply side differential control modes are identical to the zero-
pressure tank line system. Clearly, the feasibility of the tank-side differential control modes TTe &
TTr do not depend on the supply pressure. The feasibility of the regenerating inflow-outflow control
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modes TPe & PTr depend heavily on the supply pressure and are feasible only with overrunning
loadings.

Figure 31: Feasibility of control modes for four-DFCU valve with pressurized tank line (top:
extending control modes; bottom: retracting control modes).
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4.2.3. Five-DFCU valve

The five-DFCU valve includes an extra DFCU connected between cylinder chambers A and B. The
direct connection between the chambers allows the use of slightly different control modes.
Differential connections (PAe, PAr) can be realized by opening DFCUs PA and AB. The
configuration allows extending differential connection at maximum supply pressure as the control
mode does not require flow rate from chamber B into the supply line. Therefore, the restricting
force of chamber B is smaller than in a four-DFCU system, allowing reduction of losses. Similarly,
in retracting differential control mode, the supply pressure can be raised when compared to four-
DFCU system, which enables more efficient energy recuperation. [Linjama 2008]

Differential connection can be realized in two different ways in the retracting direction. Energy is
recovered by opening the DFCUs PA and AB as the supply flow rate is negative. If the negative
supply flow is not allowed or if the supply pressure is too high for energy recuperation, a zero-
power mode can be utilized. Flow from chamber A is directed into chamber B as in the normal
differential mode. The surplus flow rate from chamber A is directed into the tank line. Thus, there is
no flow rate taken from or fed to the supply line, making the mode feasible regardless of the supply
pressure.

The conditions for inflow-outflow control modes (M5PTe, M5TPr) are equal to four DFCU control
modes. The differential connection to the extending direction is conditioned as follows:

M5PAe F,pP p =
pminAA - pmaxAB F pmax - p AA - pmaxAB &

pP max pmin + p,
pAA + F
AA - AB

(30)

If the negative supply flow rate is allowed, the differential mode can be realized also in the
retracting direction through the supply side DFCU PA:

M5PAr F,pP p =
pmin + p AA - pminAB F pmaxAA - pminAB &

pP min pmax - p,
pAA + F

AA - AB

(31)

If the supply pressure is too high or negative supply flow rate is not allowed, the zero-power mode
can be utilized into the retracting direction:

M5TAr(F p) = pmin + p AA - pminAB F pmaxAA - pminAB (32)

The feasible ranges of the control modes are presented in Figure 32.
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Figure 32: Feasibility of control modes for five-DFCU valve (top: extending control modes;
bottom: retracting control modes).

The differential control modes PAe & PAr are feasible on a slightly bigger load force range when
compared to their four-DFCU counterparts. The new control mode TAr is independent of the supply
pressure and thus feasible in certain system conditions where control mode PAr is not feasible.

4.2.4. Three-chamber cylinder

The three chamber cylinder enables the use of a large number of different control modes. There are
eight different control modes available in both moving directions, when supply line and pressurized
tank line are used. Figure 33 presents the hydraulic diagram of the three-chamber cylinder. [Huova
2009a], [Huova 2010]

Figure 33: Hydraulic diagram of three-chamber cylinder.
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Figure 34 presents the extending control modes available and the feasible chamber pressure ranges.
The control modes are sorted according to the maximum load force which they can overcome. The
order is based on the assumption that the cylinder chamber areas are sized according to the binary
series so that chamber A is twice the size of chamber B and quadruple the area of chamber C. The
control mode on the left hand side of the figure is feasible for driving only extremely overrunning
loadings. The control mode enables the biggest recovering of energy. When driving increasingly
resisting loads, it is necessary to select the control modes which are located towards the right end of
the diagram.

Figure 34: Possible control modes and their feasible chamber pressure ranges during extending
movement.

The conditions for the feasibility of the PPPe control mode are as follows:

MPPPe = F pminAA - pmaxAB + pminAC &
F min pmax, pP - p AA - max pmin, pP + p AB + min pmax, pP - p AC &    (33)
pP pmin + p &
pP pmax - p

The feasibility conditions for the rest of the control modes are given in appendix A. Figure 35
presents the feasible load force ranges of the different control modes. The chamber areas are set
according to binary series such that the areas of chamber A and C together are equal to the area of
the Ø 80 mm piston. The chamber areas are thus 40.21 cm2, 20.11 cm2 and 10.05 cm2 for chamber
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A, B and C respectively. Constant supply pressure is set to 20 MPa. The rest of the parameters are
equal to the parameters defined in section 4.2.2.

All control modes can drive overrunning loadings. The ability to drive restricting loading depends
on the control mode. For binary coded cylinder chamber areas, the maximum forces of control
modes are equally spaced over the force range.

Figure 35: Feasible load force ranges of three-chamber cylinder.

4.3. Energy efficiency of single actuator systems
The energy efficiency of different single-actuator systems can be compared utilizing steady-state
calculations [Huova 2013]. The input and output powers are calculated and presented as a function
of load force. Table 3 presents the parameters which are common to each system evaluated.

Table 3: The system parameters.

Piston diameter D 80 mm
Rod diameter d 45 mm
Maximum pressure pmax 25 MPa
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4.3.1. Proportional valve

The energy efficiency of 4/3-way proportional valve is analysed for basis. Figure 36 presents the
input and output power, power loss, chamber pressures, supply pressure and flow rate. Both
extending and retracting direction are presented as a function of load force. The supply flow rate as
well as input and output power are directly proportional to the actuator velocity. Therefore also the
power loss is directly proportional to the velocity. The parameters related to the proportional valve
system are given in Table 4.

Table 4: The proportional valve system parameters.

Pressure compensator set point pcomp 1 MPa
Load sensing pressure margin pLS 2 MPa

When overrunning loadings are driven (F < -3.4 kN in extending motion and F >  5.0  kN  in
retracting motion), the inflow side is not fully filled from the supply line and the load increases
pressure on the outflow side. The pressure difference on the outflow side increases as the load
becomes more overrunning and therefore the opening of the proportional valve is decreased to
achieve the desired velocity. The supply flow rate decreases when overrunning loadings are driven,
resulting in decreasing input power.

Figure 36: Power loss of proportional valve with opening ratio matched to cylinder.
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When restricting loading is driven, there is a constant pressure loss of 13.5 kW/(m/s) in the
extending direction and 11.9 kW/(m/s) in the retracting direction. This power loss is due to the
small back pressure on the outflow side (1 MPa) and the LS margin in supply pressure.

4.3.2. Four-DFCU valve

The energy efficiency of four-DFCU valve depends on the use of the different control modes. The
possible control modes and supply pressure ranges of the control modes can be determined using
equations (18…21). Figure 37 presents the results calculated using valve control parameters of
Table 5. Target pressure difference and minimum chamber pressure are selected such that practical
implementation will lead to sufficient system dynamics in typical applications. Together with
pressure, flow rate and power data, also control mode is presented in Figure 37. The chamber
pressures and supply pressure are calculated using the equations presented in chapter 5.

Figure 37: Power loss of four-DFCU valve system.
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Table 5: The four-DFCU system parameters.

Minimum pressure pmin 1.5 MPa
Pressure differential p 1.5 MPa

When analyzing the input power of the system, the supply pressure needs to be selected. The
optimal supply pressure can be determined by examining the sign of the supply flow rate. If the
flow rate taken from the supply line is positive, it is favorable to minimize the supply pressure in
order to minimize the power consumption. However, if the flow rate is negative, it is more energy
efficient to maximize the supply pressure to regenerate as much energy as possible as seen in
retracting control mode PPr in Figure 37. The flow rate consumed from the supply line is calculated
using the actuator chamber areas as well as velocity and control mode information. The control
mode is selected among feasible control modes such that the input power is minimized.

Figure 37 shows that inflow-outflow control mode is utilized for restricting loadings and differential
connection is utilized for overrunning loadings to decrease the power loss when the actuator is
driven in the extending direction. During retracting motion positive load forces tend to drive the
piston and there is a possibility of energy recuperation by utilizing differential control mode.

4.3.3. Four-DFCU valve with two pressure sources

Analysis of the energy efficiency of a four-DFCU system with two pressure sources is carried out in
similar fashion as with the single supply pressure system. The only difference is that the power
consumption of the tank line is taken into account:

Pin_PT = pPQP + pTQT                     (34)

The parameters used in the energy efficiency study are essentially the same as in the single pressure
source system, and they are defined in Table 6. The tank line pressure is set to 3 MPa, which is the
smallest possible value that allows feeding from the tank line to cylinder chamber with minimum
chamber pressure of 1.5 MPa and target pressure differential of 1.5 MPa.

Table 6: System parameters.

Minimum pressure pmin 1.5 MPa
Pressure differential p 1.5 MPa
Tank line pressure pT 3 MPa

Figure 38 shows the power consumption of the proposed system. In contrast to the single pressure
source system, energy recuperation is possible also during extending motion, which decreases the
losses significantly when overrunning loads are driven. When the load force is greater than -8 kN,
the energy regenerating mode TPe is unfeasible and the inflow-outflow control mode PTe is
utilized. To produce a more readable figure, the differential connection mode is preferred only if it
results in over 0.1 % power saving when compared to other modes. This avoids single operating
points, where differential mode would be preferred as a result of rounding errors. As both the tank
line and supply line power are considered, the differential connection mode does not result in
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additional energy saving in a single actuator system. The power loss is relatively small throughout
the load force range and results from the target pressure differentials on both sides:

Ploss_4DFCU_pT = |v| p (AA + AB) (35)

Figure 38 presents also the power loss excluding the input power of the pressurized tank line
(dashed line). When considering the power loss of the supply line, it is clear that the advantage of
the pressurized tank line system is in the ability to drive overrunning loadings. If the load cycle of a
system consists mainly of restricting loadings, the pressurized tank line adds unnecessary back-
pressure.

Figure 38: Power loss of four-DFCU system with pressurized tank line.

4.3.4. Five-DFCU valve

Figure 39 shows the power consumption of a five-DFCU valve system. The system parameters are
set according to Table 5. During extending motion the differential connection is feasible for a wider
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load force range than with the four-DFCU system. A five-DFCU differential connection results in a
slightly reduced power loss due to the smaller pressure drop from chamber B to chamber A (in the
load force range, where the supply pressure is not saturated). Smaller overrunning loadings enable
the utilization of a differential connection also in the retracting direction.

Figure 39: Power loss of five-DFCU valve system.

4.3.5. Three-chamber cylinder

Table 7 presents the system parameters of the three-chamber cylinder system. When the chamber
areas are compared to the chamber areas of the two chamber system (AA = 50.26 cm2;
AB = 34.36 cm2), it can be seen that this configuration of the three chamber cylinder is capable of
producing significantly less force in the retracting direction than the two chamber counterpart. The
target pressure differentials, the minimum pressure and tank line pressure are set to identical values
as in the two-pressure source four-DFCU system. The constant supply pressure is set to a relatively
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high value of 20 MPa to improve the capability of producing negative force. The power loss is
presented in Figure 40.

Table 7: The system parameters.

Area of chamber A 40.21 cm2

Area of chamber B 20.11 cm2

Area of chamber C 10.05 cm2

Maximum pressure pmax 25 MPa
Minimum pressure pmin 1.5 MPa
Pressure differential p 1.5 MPa
Constant supply pressure pP 20 MPa
Tank line pressure pT 3 MPa

Figure 40: Power loss of digital hydraulic three chamber cylinder.
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Figure 40 shows that even though the supply pressure is constant, the power loss stays relatively
low throughout the force range. The control mode TPTe is utilized for only a small load force range
due to the fact that the maximum pressure is only slightly above the sum of supply pressure and
nominal pressure difference. Figure 41 presents a comparison of power losses for the different
single-actuator systems studied.

Figure 41: Comparison of power losses.
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4.4. Two-actuator system
If there are a number of actuators driven simultaneously, the input power of an actuator is no longer
a function of its load force only. The loading and movement direction of other actuators have an
effect also in a load sensing system as the supply pressure is common for each actuator.

4.4.1. Proportional valve

In load sensing proportional valve control the supply pressure is controlled according to the highest
load pressure of the actuators. The pressure controller of the pump tends to maintain a pre-set
pressure margin between the highest load pressure and supply pressure. Figure 42 presents the
power loss in a two actuator proportional valve system, where both actuators drive into retracting
direction with a velocity of 0.1 m/s. The rest of the parameters are defined in Table 3 and Table 4.
The figure shows the load force of actuator one on the x-axis and the load force of the actuator two
on the y-axis. The color defines the power loss of the two actuator system in kilowatts.

The power loss is small when both actuators work with similar, restricting loadings. The power loss
increases when the load force is not equal for both actuators, which is typical behavior for a
conventional load sensing system with 4/3-way control valves. Overrunning loadings result in
drastically increased power losses even though the input power is small. This is due to the fact that
the 4/3-way control valve has no means to utilize the power from overrunning loading.

Figure 42: Power loss [kW] of proportional valve.

4.4.2. Four-DFCU valve

If there are multiple actuators driven simultaneously, all control mode combinations of the actuators
need to be analyzed to find the optimal mode for four-DFCU systems from the power consumption
point of view. The control mode combinations that share a common range of possible supply
pressures are feasible. In other words, in order to be feasible the control mode combinations have to
fulfill the condition:

Mcombination = max pP_min min pP_max (36)
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where the pp_min is a vector containing the minimum allowed supply pressures of each actuator for a
specific control mode combination and pp_max is a vector of the maximum allowed supply pressures.
Figure 43 presents power loss generated by four-DFCU valve systems. The parameters of the two
cylinders are identical and all the system parameters equal to the ones presented in Table 3 and
Table 5. Both actuators are driven into retracting direction at 0.1 m/s. To aid the interpretation of
the power loss diagram, the control modes of the two digital hydraulic actuators are presented in the
lower diagrams. Furthermore, the supply pressure is presented in the upper right side of the
diagram.

The digital valve systems are driven in inflow-outflow connection TPr, when the load force is
significantly restricting the motion. When the load force is overrunning enough, differential
connection is utilized to regenerate energy. If both load forces are moderately overrunning, the
power loss is small. When excessively overrunning loadings are driven, the power loss increases
again as the supply pressure cannot be increased further, resulting in bigger than target pressure
differences. Differential connection is not feasible when the supply pressure is higher than pmax p.

Figure 43: Two retracting actuators driven by four-DFCU valves.
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4.4.3. Four-DFCU valve with two pressure sources

The power loss of a two-pressure source system, which includes two retracting actuators, is
presented in Figure 44. The parameters are set according to Table 3 and Table 6. The feasible load
force range of the system is reduced as the back-pressure is increased.

Figure 44: Two retracting actuators driven by four-DFCU valves with pressurized tank line.

The power loss of the four-DFCU system decreases as the tank line is pressurized, enabling
additional control modes. When both actuators drive significantly overrunning loadings,
regenerating inflow-outflow mode (PTr) is used. If one of the actuators has only moderately
overrunning loading, a supply side differential connection (PPr) is used. To increase the load force
range of the supply side differential connection towards less overrunning loadings, the supply
pressure is slightly lowered for a small range resulting in discontinuous supply pressure level. A
tank side differential connection is used in a relatively small range, where the supply pressure is too
high for the supply side differential connection. If restricting loadings are driven, the control mode
is inflow-outflow control mode (TPr).
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The supply side differential connection can be disabled to avoid discontinuities in chamber
pressures and most of the discontinuities in the target supply pressure. The resulting power loss is
presented in Figure 45.

Figure 45: Two retracting actuators with supply side differential connection disabled.

The power loss increases in load force ranges where the supply side differential connection is
utilized. In this case the tank side differential connection is used instead. The power regeneration is
no longer that effective, but on the other hand the target supply pressure is more continuous across
the operating range.
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4.4.4. Five-DFCU valve

Figure 46 presents the power loss of the five-DFCU valve system. The most obvious improvement
compared to the zero-pressure tank line four-DFCU system (Section 4.4.2) is seen in the operating
points, where the actuator loadings are significantly different. The control mode TAr is feasible
regardless of the supply pressure level, making it possible to use the zero-power mode always when
the actuator loading is overrunning enough and movement direction is retracting. Therefore, a
significantly overrunning loading is never driven in energy wasting inflow-outflow connection in
the retracting direction. Also the supply side differential connection PAr is feasible in a bigger load
force range than the four-DFCU counterpart PPr.

Figure 46: Two retracting actuators driven by five-DFCU valves.
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4.4.5. Three-chamber cylinder

There is one significant difference in three-chamber cylinder compared to all the other systems
studied. As the system has a constant supply pressure, it is sufficient to optimize the control mode
of each actuator separately. Therefore, the control mode of an actuator is completely independent of
the control mode of the other actuators. This is seen in Figure 47. The parameters are set as
described in Table 7. The power loss of the three chamber cylinder stays at relatively low level also
in the two actuator system. Inside the force range, where the selected control mode stays constant,
the power loss increases as the load force becomes more overrunning. This is explained by the fact
that the input power stays constant, while the output power decreases. Feasible load force range is
drastically smaller than the range of the other systems studied. A significant increase of supply
pressure is required to drive highly restricting load forces into the retracting direction.

Figure 47: Two retracting three-chamber actuators.
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4.5. Summary

4.5.1. Single-actuator systems

The previous sections analyze the power loss of single and two-actuator systems as a function of
load force. Average value across the load force range gives a more compact presentation of the
power loss. The 4/3-way proportional valve with matched spool configuration is held as a baseline.
Six different force ranges are studied to show how the application type and load cycle affects the
energy saving capability of independent metering digital hydraulic valves. Figure 48 presents the
first three load force ranges. These ranges include different amounts of overrunning forces, but
maximum restricting load force is included in each. The amount of overrunning loading is different
for each machine and load cycle, but the power losses of the three cases analyzed serve as
suggestive results.

Figure 48: Loading ranges of application requiring maximum forces in both movement directions
(full range, half overrunning, restricting only).

A second set of load forces is presented in Figure 49, where mostly positive loadings are driven.
Such force ranges could be present, for example, in lifting cylinder applications. The maximum
negative force is set to 10 % of the maximum positive force generated by the cylinder. Again, the
amount of overrunning loading is varied.

Figure 49: Loading ranges for application requiring maximum force in extending direction only
(e.g. certain lifting cylinder applications).

The maximum pressure of each system is selected such that the systems are capable of producing
the force range of the 4/3-way proportional valve. Table 8 lists the pressure parameters, which
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differ from the ones presented in section 4.3. The constant supply and maximum pressure of the
three-chamber cylinder is set separately for an application requiring maximum force in a negative
direction and for an application requiring mostly positive forces. High supply pressure is required to
achieve big forces in retracting direction with the binary coded chamber areas. One way to avoid
the problem would be to change the chamber areas as in [Huova 2010].

Table 8: Maximum pressures of the systems.

Maximum forces Lifting application
Maximum pressure, 4-DFCU 28 MPa 28 MPa
Maximum pressure, 4-DFCU, pressurized tank line  32 MPa 32 MPa
Maximum pressure, 5-DFCU 28 MPa 28 MPa
Maximum pressure, 3-Chamber cylinder 52 MPa 28 MPa
Supply pressure, 3-Chamber cylinder 50 MPa 26 MPa

Figure 50 presents the average power loss of a single actuator system for the three load cases
presented in Figure 48. The relative power loss of each system is achieved by calculating the sum of
power losses in extending direction (force range is discretized to vector of 1000 elements) and
retracting direction, which are summed and compared to the power loss of the 4/3-way proportional
valve.

Figure 50: Average power loss of single actuator system (maximum forces).
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Figure 50 shows that the four-DFCU system is capable of reducing power loss by 26.7 % in the full
load force range when compared to a 4/3-way proportional valve with matched spool configuration.
The five-DFCU valve system produces losses nearly equal to the four-DFCU system, five-DFCU
system being slightly more efficient. The four-DFCU system with pressurized tank line offers the
best energy efficiency, reducing losses by approximately 65 - 66 %.

A three-chamber cylinder generates only slightly smaller losses than the 4/3-way proportional valve
due to the high supply pressure. High supply pressure results in low control mode resolution in
extending direction over the load force range studied. High supply pressure is required to generate
sufficient force in the retracting direction when binary coded chamber areas are used. Two power
loss numbers are given for systems with pressurized tank line. Power loss is calculated using only
the input power of the supply line (PP) and using the input power of both the supply line and the
pressurized tank line (PP + PT).

When only half of the overrunning load forces are taken into the analysis, similar benefit can be
gained using the four-DFCU valve. The five-DFCU system enables a relatively bigger benefit in
this force range. The three-chamber cylinder results in significantly higher losses than the reference
system due to the high supply pressure and coarse control mode resolution in extending direction.
When only restricting loadings are driven, all systems perform nearly equally well except the three-
chamber cylinder, which results in significantly higher losses. The losses of the proportional valve
are, however, relatively small in such a load force range.

Figure 51 presents a similar comparison for load force range including mainly positive load forces
(-11 kN - 112 kN, independent of movement direction). The negative load force is restricted to
10 % of the maximum positive load force, resulting in a load force range similar to, e.g. lifting
cylinders of mobile machine booms. The resolution of the three-chamber cylinder over the studied
load force range is increased by setting the supply pressure to 26 MPa and maximum pressure to
28 MPa. Four-DFCU and five-DFCU systems reduce power losses more drastically than in the case
of full load force range. This is due to the fact that the relative portion of overrunning loadings
during retracting movement is increased. The power loss reduction potential of the three-chamber
cylinder is improved drastically due to increased resolution over the studied load force range.
Therefore, the average pressure differences over the DFCUs are decreased.
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Figure 51: Average power loss of single actuator system (lifting cylinder application).

Table 9 presents the average power losses (relative to actuator velocity) from which Figure 50 and
Figure 51 are generated. The 4/3-way proportional valve operates with relatively good efficiency
when only restricting loadings are present. The four-DFCU system with pressurized tank line shows
constant power loss, when input power of the pump line and tank line are both taken into account. If
restricting loadings are driven, the input power from the pump line is increased and the average
input power from tank line is negative. The three-chamber cylinder results in similar power losses
independent of the loading case as long as the system parameters do not change.

Table 9: Average power loss of single actuator system [kW/(m/s)].

Force range
System

Full Half Restricting Lifting
full

Lifting
half

Lifting
restricting

4/3 Proportional 36.48 17.94 12.69 37.17 22.46 12.72
4 DFCU 26.73 13.22 12.69 22.19 13.69 12.71
5-DFCU 25.41 11.26 11.84 20.19 10.74 11.83
4-DFCU pT (PP+PT) 12.69 12.69 12.69 12.69 12.69 12.69
4-DFCU pT (PP) 12.43 19.55 23.74 13.21 15.45 23.24
3-Chamber (PP+PT) 33.92 34.98 33.54 21.91 22.11 23.03
3-Chamber (PP) 35.71 39.18 38.65 24.34 26.61 29.69
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4.5.2. Multi-actuator systems

Similar analysis can be done for multi-actuator systems, but the actuator velocities have to be varied
across the range in order to gain a general result. The actuator velocity is varied between -500 mm/s
and 500 mm/s at 50 mm/s interval (21 different velocities) for the two-actuator system. For the
three-actuator system, the interval is set to 100 mm/s to reduce computational burden. 20 load
forces are considered across the load force ranges. The resulting number of operation points is
176400 for the two-actuator system and approximately 10.6 million for the three-actuator system.

The power loss data is presented in Table 10 for the two-actuator system. The power losses of the
two actuator system show that the four-DFCU valve with pressurized tank line and load sensing
supply pressure is the most energy efficient option, but the three-chamber cylinder is comparable in
applications where big forces are not required in the retracting direction.

Table 10: Average power loss of two-actuator system [kW].

Force range
System

Full Half Restricting Lifting
full

Lifting
half

Lifting
restricting

4/3 Proportional 23.94 16.80 14.84 23.98 16.91 13.14
4 DFCU 19.88 14.67 12.82 17.28 13.91 12.11
5-DFCU 18.63 12.03 11.95 14.71 10.23 11.73
4-DFCU pT (PP+PT) 11.82 11.24 12.34 11.17 10.63 11.18
4-DFCU pT (PP) 12.92 14.58 18.20 12.64 13.53 16.99
3-Chamber (PP+PT) 16.79 18.52 17.76 11.42 11.10 12.01
3-Chamber (PP) 17.66 20.38 20.45 12.68 13.40 15.49

The results of the three-actuator system are shown in Table 11, Figure 52 and Figure 53. The
average power loss of an actuator increases further if there are three active actuators acting
simultaneously in a load sensing system. The small increase seen in the constant supply pressure
three-chamber system is due to slightly higher average absolute actuator velocity (different
discretization of velocity).

Table 11: Average power loss of three-actuator system [kW].

Force range
System

Full Half Restricting Lifting
full

Lifting
half

Lifting
restricting

4/3 Proportional 41.63 31.76 29.18 41.94 31.53 26.82
4 DFCU 35.51 28.76 25.12 31.81 28.31 25.22
5-DFCU 32.55 22.73 23.44 26.07 19.82 24.45
4-DFCU pT (PP+PT) 22.86 21.66 24.10 21.56 20.68 22.73
4-DFCU pT (PP) 25.30 27.45 33.21 24.53 25.93 31.80
3-Chamber (PP+PT) 26.19 28.88 27.70 17.81 17.32 18.72
3-Chamber (PP) 27.55 31.78 31.89 19.78 20.90 24.16

Figure 52 presents a comparison of power losses for three-actuator systems, where maximum load
force occurs in both movement directions. When compared to the single-actuator system, load
sensing digital valve systems do not provide as big a reduction in load profiles including
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overrunning loadings, although the reduction is still significant. This is due to the fact that the 4/3-
way proportional valve does not fully fill the inflow-side of the cylinder from the supply line, thus
reducing the input flow rate of the actuators driving overrunning load forces. Independent metering
digital valves, however, are designed to avoid such behavior and utilize differential control modes
to handle overrunning loadings. The ability to utilize these modes depends on the supply pressure,
thus forcing the system to run overrunning loadings in energy wasting inflow-outflow modes in
certain operation points.

All single-actuator load sensing systems studied result in nearly equal power losses when only
restricting loadings are present (the five-DFCU system shows a minor improvement due to efficient
extending differential connection). Independent metering systems enable considerable energy
savings even with restricting load forces when a number of actuators are driven simultaneously. The
three-chamber cylinder enables a significant reduction of energy losses, especially when there are
overrunning loadings present.

Figure 52: Average power loss of three-actuator system (maximum forces).

Figure 53 compares the energy losses of three-actuator systems where significant negative load
forces are not present. The biggest reduction is achieved with the three-chamber cylinder
independent of the load profile. Even the profile with mostly restricting load forces shows a
significant reduction due to number of control modes available with the three-chamber cylinder.
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Figure 53: Average power loss of three-actuator system (lifting cylinder application).

In all results presented, the reference system is a 4/3-way proportional valve, the spool geometry of
which is matched to the cylinder chamber areas. When analyzing the results it is necessary to take
into account that independent metering digital valve systems are designed such that a certain
minimum pressure level is maintained in both cylinder chambers in all load conditions. The
conventional 4/3-way control valve relies on filling the chambers from the tank line through anti-
cavitation valves when the actuator is subject to overrunning loadings. This results in very small
chamber pressures and a risk of cavitation. Furthermore, the velocity of the actuator becomes
heavily dependent on the load force in the overrunning load range, where the pressure compensator
is ineffective. If such behavior is not tolerated, the spool design of the 4/3-way valve needs to be
changed, or over-center valves are required in the circuit. Both will result in further increased power
losses.
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5. MODEL-BASED DIGITAL HYDRAULIC VALVE CONTROL

Operation of the digital hydraulic valve is deterministic, making it possible to use feedforward
control to achieve a relatively accurate control result even in open loop control. Linjama et al
studied the use of model based control together with digital valves [Linjama 2005a]. Control
strategy in energy efficiency study of digital valves is based on the same principle. The distributed
digital hydraulic valve consists of independently controllable throttling edges, which can be set to a
number of discrete states. The steady-state pressure level and piston velocity varies, depending on
the state of the inflow and outflow throttling edges.

The model-based control of digital distributed valve system is divided into three main parts: Search
space (Section 5.1) selects a number of the most promising valve control combinations according to
velocity and chamber pressure references, Steady-state calculation (Section 5.2) calculates the
steady-state velocity and chamber pressures individually for each opening combination of the
search space, and Cost function and optimal control (Section 5.3) selects the final opening
combination by finding the best compromise of the analyzed opening combinations. The chamber
pressure references and the control mode information used by the model-based controller are
generated by the Control mode selection algorithms which are presented for each system in sections
5.4-5.7.

The control methods are presented in [Linjama 2007b], [Huova 2012], [Linjama 2008] and [Huova
2009] for the four-DFCU system, four-DFCU system with pressurized tank line, five-DFCU system
and three-chamber cylinder, respectively.

5.1. Search space
The number of unique valve opening combinations of a distributed digital valve system depends on
the number of valves in a DFCU and the number of active DFCUs. If only one DFCU is active on
the inflow-side and outflow-side of the digital valve system, the number of possible opening
combinations is relatively low. For example, with a valve system consisting of four-valve DFCUs
the number of opening combinations is 256. In practice, the number of opening combinations which
should be analysed is even lower: there is no need to consider opening combinations where only
single DFCU is open. Furthermore, the movement of the piston can be stopped using separate
control logic, so there is no need to consider the case where both DFCUs are closed. If these
combinations are excluded, the number of possible combinations decreases to 225.

Typically, the velocity control resolution is increased by allowing a certain amount of cross flow
from supply line to tank line. This increases the number of possible opening combinations
substantially. If all the possible opening combinations of a four-DFCU valve system consisting of
four valve DFCUs are considered, the number of opening combinations is 65536. At the moment,
there is no feasible way to perform the steady-state calculation for such a number of opening
combinations in real time.

To perform steady-state calculations only for the most promising valve opening combinations a
method to reduce the search space is needed. The reduction of search space can be realized using
different methods: e.g. the two cylinder chambers can be treated separately by assuming that the
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chamber pressure equals the chamber pressure reference. The flow rate through each on/off-valve is
calculated, which results in 8 calculations of flow rate per cylinder chamber, which is driven by two
four-valve DFCUs. Each possible net flow rate to a chamber is calculated by summing the different
combinations of the 8 flow rates, resulting in 256 different combinations. In order to select only the
most promising ones for steady-state calculation, a cost function is utilized. Combinations which
result in a small enough velocity error and use only a modest amount of cross flow should be
selected. Figure 54 gives an example of calculated cost function values for a single operating point.
The system parameters are given in Table 12.

Figure 54: Example of search space reduction for extending inflow-outflow control mode.
Top: Cost function value, Bottom: Velocity error [mm/s] (velocity error color range 0...200 mm/s).

Table 12: Example parameters for visualizing reduction of search space.

Cylinder 80/40 F 0 N

pP 10 MPa KvPA, KvAT, KvPB, KvBT [0.5, 1, 2, 4]*10-7

vref 200 mm/s pA_ref 6 MPa

Wpow 4*10-5 Nss 10
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The cost function used in selection of the most promising candidates for A-side is

( )
*PA AT

A ref pow AT P
A

Q QJ v W Q p
A

               (37)

where QPA and QAT are calculated using the square root model of turbulent flow rate and assuming
that the A-side pressure is at the reference value. The weight term Wpow can be adjusted to find
accurate enough net flow control without inducing too much power loss.

The figure depicts the search space during extending motion, when inflow-outflow control mode is
enabled and velocity reference is 200 mm/s. The darker the color, the smaller the cost function
value. The ten most promising valve opening combinations of both cylinder sides are represented
by the group of white tiles. The weight coefficient for power loss is set to a relatively high value
and therefore candidates with small power loss are preferred. On the A-side there are three
candidates chosen, which include the opening of the smallest valve of DFCU AT. The power loss
induced by the opening of the smallest valve on tank side is approx. 1.2 kW. A bigger number of
candidates, including the opening of the cross flow DFCU PB, are present on the B-side. This is due
to the pressure levels of the system: supply pressure is set to 10 MPa and the chamber pressure
references to 6 and 8 MPa (A-side, B-side respectively). Therefore, the flow rate through the cross-
flow DFCU PB is significantly smaller than through DFCU AT. Opening of the smallest valve on
DFCU PB results in a power loss of approx. 0.7 kW.

The separation of the problem of selecting the most promising valve control combination candidates
between the two cylinder chambers effectively reduces the number of calculation needed. However,
there are valve configurations where the method described is not feasible. Clearly, the proposed
five-DFCU system cannot be analyzed by separating the chambers, as both cylinder chambers share
the DFCU AB [Linjama 2008].

Another approach is to select a number of the most promising valve control combinations for each
DFCU separately. The DFCUs can be divided into two groups as a function of the selected control
mode: primary DFCUs and secondary DFCUs. Each control mode has two primary DFCUs: inflow-
side and outflow-side DFCU (e.g. PTe mode has primary DFCUs PA & BT). In the case of a five-
DFCU system, there are three secondary DFCUs, which are used to increase the velocity control
resolution through cross flow. It is clear that only a small amount of cross flow is desired.
Therefore, the feasible opening combinations of a secondary DFCU can be restricted to, e.g. the
opening combinations of the two smallest valves or only the smallest valve as in [Linjama 2008].
The primary DFCUs should direct the majority of the flow for both cylinder chambers. Therefore,
the most promising opening control combinations of the primary DFCUs can be selected simply by
analyzing the flow rate error of each control combination by assuming that the cylinder chamber
pressure equals the pressure reference.

For example, a five-DFCU digital valve with four-valve DFCUs has more than one million different
opening combinations. However, if the secondary DFCU opening is restricted to the smallest valve,
and the five most promising primary DFCU opening combinations are considered, the number of
opening combinations can be reduced to 23*52 = 200. Figure 55 gives an example of the selected
search space for a differential connection.
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Figure 55: Example of a selected search space.

Further reduction of computation burden can be gained by analyzing each opening combination of
the secondary DFCUs separately as in [Linjama 2008]. If opening of the smallest valve only is
accepted for secondary DFCUs, there are 23 = 8 different opening combinations of secondary
DFCUs to analyze. The control candidates of primary DFCUs are selected using the following flow
error functions:

Qe A-side =
AAvref - QPA - QAT - QAB  for PTe and TPr
AA - AB vref - QPA - QAT + QPB - QBT  for PAe, PAr and TAr

       (38)

Qe B-side = ABvref - QBT - QPB - QAB                  (39)

The primary DFCU control candidate minimizing the error function is selected in the search space.
As the selected primary control candidate is only suboptimal, two adjacent control candidates are
also selected for the final search space. This results in 8*32 = 72 control candidates in total.

5.2. Steady-state calculation
The model-based control of digital valve system is based on the steady-state model of the digital
valve system [Linjama 2005a]. The idea is to calculate what will be the piston velocity and chamber
pressures after the transients have settled when certain on/off-valves of the digital valve system are
kept open. The calculation is done for a number of DFCU control candidates. The calculation of
steady-state chamber pressures and piston velocity can be performed in a number of ways. The
accuracy of the result and computational burden depends on the method selected. The most
simplistic case is the opening of two DFCUs, when the turbulent valve flow is modeled with the
typical square root equation

1 2 1 2( ) VQ sign p p K p p                    (40)

In such a case, it is possible to analytically solve the steady state chamber pressures and piston
velocity [Linjama 2003]. Consider, for example, an extending inflow-outflow movement, where
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there is a certain opening on inflow-side DFCU and a certain opening on outflow-side DFCU, as
presented in Figure 56. The flow coefficients KvPA and KvBT are the sum of flow coefficients of the
opened on/off-valves on each DFCU.

Figure 56: Extending inflow-outflow mode with certain control edge flow coefficients.

The steady-state equations of the system are:

Ass A Bss B

PA P Ass BT Bss T
ss

A B

p A p A F

Kv p p Kv p p
v

A A

(41)

(42)

where the first one is the force equation and the second states that the flow rates of each side
divided by chamber area must be equal in steady-state.

The steady-state chamber pressure can be solved from the system of equations when supply
pressure and load force are known. In order to solve the system of equations, chamber pressure B
can be expressed as a function of chamber pressure A by using the force equation. By replacing the
pressure pBss in equation 42 with the function of A-side pressure, the equation can be solved:

pAss =
FAA

2KBT
2 + pPAB

3KPA
2

AA
3KBT

2 + AB
3KPA

2
(43)

which holds whenever the pressure differentials pP-pAss and pBss-pT are positive. The piston velocity
can be calculated from equation 42, as the steady-state chamber pressure is known. The solution is
relatively simple and the calculations are computationally light. However, a simple flow model
relying on the square root is not always accurate enough in modelling the flow curve of the series
connection of an on/off-valve and an orifice [Linjama 2012]. If the generalized valve equation is
used, more accurate results are obtained, but the solving of the steady-state values analytically is no
longer feasible. The generalized turbulent flow equation [Linjama 2007b] is:
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2

1 1 2 1 1 2 1

1 1 1 2 1 1
1 2

2 2 1 2 2 1 2

2 2 2 1 2 2
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1 ,
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x

x

x

x

uK p p b p p p

uK b p p b p
Q u p p

uK p p b p p p

uK b p p b p

(44)
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where the valve parameters are defined separately for both flow directions. Together with the flow
coefficient K, the exponent of the pressure difference x can be freely selected to improve the fitting
of the curve to measured p-Q characteristics. Typically, the exponent is close to 0.5, but can be
significantly bigger if the orifice is long compared to its diameter, resulting in more laminar flow.
Critical pressure ratio is set by parameter b, which is used to model cavitation choking.

Figure 57 shows an example of the steady-state characteristic of a four-DFCU valve system driving
an asymmetric cylinder when each DFCU has a certain opening. The upper part of the figure
presents the flow rates of each DFCU as a function of the steady-state pressure of chamber A. As
the load force is known, the steady-state pressure of the chamber B can be calculated using the load
force equation, and therefore also the B-chamber flow rates can be presented as a function of A-
chamber steady-state pressure. The individual flow rates result in a certain sum flow rate to
chamber A and a sum flow rate to chamber B. These sum flow rates are also given in the figure.
Similar to steady-state equation 39, the sum flow rates divided by the chamber areas must be equal
in steady-state conditions. The sum flow rates are divided by the chamber areas and the result is
given in the lower part of the figure. The steady-state chamber pressure is found at the point where
both sum flow rates result in equal piston velocity.

Figure 57: Graphical representation of finding the steady-state of a valve-cylinder model, with
given valve opening combination, chamber areas and measured load force and supply pressure.

Although the solution is obvious when the sum flow-rates are calculated with a large number of
steady-state chamber pressures as in Figure 57, the method cannot be used in real-time controller
application as the computational burden would be too high. The Newton Raphson method is used to
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find the steady-state solution in model-based controller as it gives an accurate enough solution
while requiring only few (= 4 in experimental tests) calculations of the system equations. The
following equations represent the general form of the steady-state equations for the four-DFCU
system.

Ass A Bss Bp A p A F                      (45)

( , , ) ( , , )ss A PA PA P Ass AT AT Ass Tv A Q u p p Q u p p              (46)

( , , ) ( , , )ss B PB PB P Bss BT BT Bss Tv A Q u p p Q u p p              (47)

The steady-state equations of a two chamber cylinder can be written as a single equation in order to
simplify the calculations in the controller algorithm and avoid the need for using matrix operations.
As equation 45 explicitly defines the steady-state chamber pressure pB as a function of the steady-
state chamber pressure pA and measured load force, there are two unknowns left, vss and pAss.  In
steady-state the sum flow rate of each chamber divided by the chamber area must be equal. The
error between A-side and B-side flow rates divided by the chamber areas is:

verr_ss =
QPA uPA,pP,pAss - QAT uAT,pAss,pT

AA
+

QPB uPB,pP,pBss pAss,F - QBT uBT,pBss pAss,F ,pT

AB

(48)

where the B-side pressure is defined as a function of A-side pressure using equation 45. The
Newton-Raphson method is utilized to find pAss which results in (close to) zero error between piston
velocities calculated from the A-side and B-side sum flow rates. The Newton-Raphson method
takes an initial guess of the variable pAss and calculates the velocity error verr_ss using equation 48.
The estimate for steady-state pressure pAss is improved by calculating the function 49. It is worth
noting that the equation requires the derivative of the steady-state equation 48. Typically, the
velocity error is now significantly smaller than the initial guess. The Newton-Raphson iteration
continues by calculating a new estimate again using equation 49 until the user set number of
iterations is reached.

_

_

1 err ss Ass
Ass Ass

err ss Ass

v p i
p i p i

v p i
                 (49)

Figure 58 presents an example of how the method is used. The initial guess for the steady-state
chamber pressure is the chamber pressure reference, which is 6 MPa in this case. Equation 48 is
linearized at this chamber pressure by taking the derivative, and equation 49 gives a new estimate,
which is 9.3 MPa. There is a significant error left as the equation 48 is highly nonlinear. The
velocity error of the A-side and B-side is roughly -35 mm/s. By taking the next iteration the
estimate of the chamber pressure is approximately 8.3 MPa and the velocity error is significantly
reduced. By taking one more iteration the error for the steady-state pressure is only 0.005 %.
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Typically, the optimal valve control combinations have steady-state pressure that is closer to the
reference value, and therefore the initial guess is closer to the actual steady-state pressure.

Figure 58: The use of Newton-Raphson algorithm for finding the steady-state.
Initial guess is 6 MPa.

There is a significant difference when applying the Newton-Raphson method to the three-chamber
cylinder system. The steady-state equations are similar, but include the third chamber C:

Ass A Bss B Css Cp A p A p A F                      (50)

( , , ) ( , , )ss A PA PA P Ass AT AT Ass Tv A Q u p p Q u p p              (51)

( , , ) ( , , )ss B PB PB P Bss BT BT Bss Tv A Q u p p Q u p p              (52)

( , , ) ( , , )ss C PC PC P Css CT CT Css Tv A Q u p p Q u p p              (53)
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The steady-state pressure of chamber C can be solved from equation 50 when pressures pAss and
pBss are known. Therefore, the steady-state equations can be written as a system of two equations
with two unknowns, pAss and pBss:

_ _
( , , ) ( , , ) ( , , ) ( , , )PA PA P Ass AT AT Ass T PB PB P Bss BT BT Bss T

err ss AB
A B

Q u p p Q u p p Q u p p Q u p p
v

A A
                           (54)

_ _

( , , , , ) ( , , , , )

( , , ) ( , , )

PC PC P Css Ass Bss CT CT Css Ass Bss T
err ss BC

C

PB PB P Bss BT BT Bss T

B

Q u p p p p F Q u p p p F p
v

A
Q u p p Q u p p

A

     (55)

In this case the Newton-Raphson iteration is done in multi-variable configuration:

_ _1

_ _

,1
1 ,

err ss AB Ass BssAss Ass

Bss Bss err ss BC Ass Bss

v p i p ip i p i
p i p i v p i p i

J            (56)

where the division by the derivative is replaced with multiplication by the inverse of the Jacobian
matrix J.

_ _ _ _

_ _ _ _

, ,

, ,

err ss AB Ass Bss err ss AB Ass Bss

Ass Bss

err ss BC Ass Bss err ss BC Ass Bss

Ass Bss

v p i p i v p i p i
p p

v p i p i v p i p i
p p

J          (57)

There are initial values from which the Newton-Raphson algorithm does not converge to the
solution. Therefore, the number of iterations and step size is limited in the control algorithm. In
order to improve the convergence, the chamber pressures are limited between the user set minimum
and maximum pressures. If the steady-state solution exceeds these limit values for a chamber, the
solution is not found by the Newton-Raphson iteration. This is considered acceptable, as a valve
control combination that would lead into a steady-state solution that exceeds the pressure limits
should be avoided.

5.3. Cost function
The cost function is designed to evaluate different aspects of each valve control combination. There
are numerous different variables that can be computed and taken into consideration using the cost
function. Such variables are, for example:

- steady-state velocity error
- steady-state chamber pressure error
- power consumption
- number of valve switchings
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- difference between the current steady-state chamber pressure and the steady-state chamber
pressure of the opening combination candidate

- difference between the current measured chamber pressure and the steady-state chamber
pressure of the opening combination candidate

- flow rate error calculated using current measured chamber pressures

The first 4 cost terms are utilized in the thesis. Each cost term is calculated using a specific
function. Three alternative functions are presented in Figure 59.

Figure 59: Example of different cost functions for velocity error.

The quadratic function can be used to favor valve control combinations which do not possess
excessively high value on any of the cost terms. An example plot is given in Figure 60.

Figure 60: The value of linear and quadratic cost function as a function of steady-state velocity and
pressure error.
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The following equations define the quadratic cost terms:

2

v ref ssJ v v (58)

2

_ _p pres A ref A ssJ W p p (59)

2

pow pow ref ssJ W P P (60)

2

sw swJ W PA_N PA AT_N AT PB_N PB BT_N BTQ u Q u Q u Q u (61)

The reference input power Pref is calculated for a four-DFCU system as

, for extending inflow-outflow mode
, for retracting inflow-outflow mode

, for differential modes

P ref A

ref P ref B

P ref A B

p v A
P p v A

p v A A
  (62)

The calculated input power Pss is:

_ _ss PA ss PB ss PP Q Q p (63)

where positive flow direction is from supply line to cylinder chambers.

5.4. Control mode handling of four-DFCU valve
The control mode handling subsystem is responsible for two main tasks: selecting an optimal
control mode and calculating the reference values for cylinder chamber pressures and supply
pressure according to the estimated load force and control mode selected. When selecting the
energy optimal control mode, two things can be controlled in a load sensing system: supply pressure
and the control mode. The digital valve system can switch to any control mode during a single
sample time. The supply pressure however, cannot be controlled with similar dynamics. Therefore
the mode selection algorithm is divided into two state machines: selection of target mode and
selection of actual mode. The target mode is selected assuming that the supply pressure is freely
selectable and the supply pressure reference is set according to the target mode. As the supply
pressure has finite dynamics, the actual control mode is selected using measured supply pressure.
The actual valve control is carried out using the actual mode. After the supply pressure reaches the
reference value, the actual control mode is identical to the target control mode.

5.4.1. Chamber pressure references

The chamber pressure references for a four-DFCU valve are calculated using the measured load
force and supply pressure as inputs. The basic idea of the pressure references is to allow stepless
transition from one driving mode to another. In the case of a four-DFCU system with a zero-
pressure tank line, the chamber pressure references are calculated using the following equations:
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max
min max

_ _

min
min min

max , min min , , , if feasible with

max , , if only feasible with

B
P N N

A
A ref PTe
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p A F
p p p p p
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  (64)

max
min max

_ _ Pr

min
min min
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P N N
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max

_ _
max

min min

min , , if feasible with
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B
P N N
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A ref PPe
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p A F
p p p
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p A F p A F
p p
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    (66)

max

_ _ r
max

min min

min , , if feasible with

2
min ,max , , if only feasible with

A
P N N

B
B ref PP

A P A

B A B

p A F
p p p

A
p

p A F p A F
p p

A A A

   (67)

5.4.2. Supply pressure reference

The reference value for load sensing supply pressure is determined according to current load force
and the target control mode:

min
_ _ max minmin , max , B

P ref PTe N N
A

p A Fp p p p p
A

          (68)

min
_ _ Pr max minmin , max , A

P ref T N N
B

p A Fp p p p p
A

          (69)

_ _ max minmin , max , N A B
P ref PPe N N

A B

p A A F
p p p p p

A A
             (70)

_ _ Pr min maxmax , min , N A B
P ref P N N

A B

p A A F
p p p p p

A A
       (71)

Figure 61 and Figure 62 present the supply pressure reference as well as the chamber pressure
references for the two extending and retracting control modes: inflow-outflow and differential
mode. The chamber pressure references are calculated by assuming that the supply pressure equals
the supply pressure reference. The parameter values of Table 3 and Table 5 are used.
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Figure 61: Pressure references of extending control modes.

Figure 62: Pressure references of retracting control modes.

5.4.3. Mode selection

Control mode can be selected by using a two-stage selection algorithm, which can be implemented
as two state machines. The target mode is selected to enable correct direction of movement and best
possible energy efficiency assuming that supply pressure can be freely selected. The reference value
for supply pressure is selected according to the target mode. A state machine of target mode
selection logic for extending direction is presented in Figure 63.

Figure 63: State machine selecting target mode for extending movement direction.
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The idea is to start movement when the velocity reference is positive enough. Differential mode is
selected if possible (i.e. the load force is not too restricting) and the mode reduces losses
significantly compared to inflow-outflow mode. Otherwise, inflow-outflow mode is selected.
Switching between modes is possible also during motion if the loading changes. Hysteresis is
utilized in certain conditions to avoid repetitive switchings between control modes. The target mode
is selected according to the state transition as in Table 13. If two transition conditions are true, the
one leading to more energy efficient mode is selected.

Table 13: State transition table for target mode selection.

Next
Current PPrTarget TPrTarget STOP PTeTarget PPeTarget

PPrTarget
Tnot_PPr

TTPr

vref_not_neg
(Tnot_PPr
Tnot_TPr)

TPrTarget
TPPr

EPPr

vref_not_neg
Tnot_TPr

STOP
vref_neg
TPPr

EPPr

vref_neg
TTPr

vref_pos
TPTe

vref_pos
TPPe

EPPe

PTeTarget
vref_not_pos

Tnot_PTe

TPPe
EPPe

PPeTarget

vref_not_pos
(Tnot_PPe
Tnot_PTe)

Tnot_PPe
TPTe

The velocity conditions are simple and use two threshold values to avoid repetitive initiation and
stopping of motion:

_ 1ref pos ref thresv v v                      (72)

_ _ 2ref not pos ref thresv v v                      (73)

_ 1ref neg ref thresv v v                      (74)

_ _ 2ref not neg ref thresv v v                     (75)

The threshold value vthres1 has to be significantly bigger than the threshold value vthres2 to achieve the
desired behaviour. The conditions related to the load force are:

TPTe = MPTe(F, pmax, pN)                     (76)

Tnot_PTe = ¬MPTe(F, pmax, pmin)                    (77)

TPPe = MPPe(F+Fhyst, pmax – pN, pN)                  (78)

Tnot_PPe = ¬MPPe(F, pmax – pN, pmin)                  (79)

TTPr = MTPr(F, pmax, pN)                     (80)

Tnot_TPr = ¬MTPr(F, pmax, pmin)                    (81)
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TPPr = MPPr(F-Fhyst, pmin + pN, pN)                  (82)

Tnot_PPr = ¬MPPr(F, pmin + pN, pmin)                  (83)

As the supply pressure is required to rise before switching to extending differential connection,
there is a short time period during the pressure rise where the energy consumption increases.
Therefore, it is beneficial to switch to differential connection only if the expected energy saving is
significant. The energy efficiency terms EPPe and EPPr take care of the fact.

_ _ _ _

2

_ _ _ _
_ _ _ _

_2

PPe P ref PTe A P ref PPe A B ref thres

A ref P ref PPe P ref PTe
P ref PTe A P ref PPe A B ref earn

P rate

E p A p A A v P

A v p p
p A p A A v t

p

     (84)

Pr _ _ Pr _ _ PrP P ref T B P ref P A B ref thresE p A p A A v P            (85)

The actual mode is selected according to state transition conditions presented in Table 14.

Table 14: State transition table for actual mode selection.

Next
Current PPrActual TPrActual STOP PTeActual PPeActual

PPrActual
¬APPr

ATPr

vref_not_neg
(¬APPr
¬ATPr)

TPrActual
APPr

PPrTarget

vref_not_neg
¬ATPr

STOP
vref_neg
APPr

PPrTarget

vref_neg
ATPr

vref_pos
APTe

vref_pos
APPe

PPeTarget

PTeActual
vref_not_pos

¬APTe

APPe
PPeTarget

PPeActual

vref_not_pos
(¬APPe
¬APTe)

¬APPe
APTe

The conditions related to the load force are defined by the following equations:

APTe = MPTe(F, pP, pmin)                     (86)

APPe = MPPe(F, pP, pmin)                      (87)

ATPr = MTPr(F, pP, pmin)                      (88)

APPr = MPPr(F, pP, pmin)                      (89)

Because temporary supply pressure control error leads to temporary unfeasibility of the control
modes, the negated feasibility conditions are required to be true for the user set time period before
the switching of control modes.
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5.5. Control mode handling of four-DFCU valve with two pressure
sources

In order to improve the energy efficiency of a distributed digital valve system, the zero-pressure
tank line can be pressurized to allow bidirectional flow through the tank side DFCUs. The increased
number of control modes enables more efficient use of hydraulic energy, while increasing the
complexity of the control mode selection logic.

5.5.1. Chamber pressure references

The chamber pressure references are selected so that the inflow-side pressure is kept below the tank
line pressure whenever possible. The method allows the usage of three control modes (PT, TT, TP)
with identical chamber pressure references whenever the load force is overrunning enough. Thus,
the mode switching can be performed during motion without a stepwise change in chamber pressure
references.

The chamber pressure references as well as the supply pressure references are presented for the
extending inflow-outflow control mode as an example, while the rest of the equations are presented
in appendix B. The chamber pressure reference for cylinder chamber A is

pA_ref_PTe_2p =
min pP - pN, min F + pmaxAB

AA
, max pT - pN, max pmin,

F + max pmin, pT + pN AB

AA
, if f pN

max F + pminAB

AA
, max pmin, min pP,pmax - F - min pP, pmax AA + pTAB

-AA - AB
, if f pmin

(90)

where f pN denotes that the mode is feasible with nominal pressure difference pN and f pmin

denotes that the mode is feasible with minimum pressure difference pmin but not with nominal
pressure difference.

5.5.2. Supply pressure reference

The supply pressure references for each control mode are selected so that the energy loss is
minimized. Therefore, the supply pressure is minimized whenever the supply flow rate is positive
and maximized whenever the supply flow rate is negative (i.e. the cylinder is driven in regenerative
mode). The supply pressure reference for extending inflow-outflow connection is defined by the
equation:

pP_ref_PTe_2p = max max min
pT + pN AB + pNAA + F

AA
, pmax , pT , pmin + pN (91)

Figures 64 and 65 present the supply pressure and chamber pressure references of the control modes
for both directions of movement. In order to minimize the power consumption, the supply pressure
reference is minimized whenever possible, except in regenerative control modes TPe and PTr.
However, the supply pressure is not decreased below the tank line pressure to allow stepless
transition from one control mode to another. The supply pressure reference of the regenerative
control modes is set below the outflow side pressure by the nominal pressure difference pN.
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Figure 64: Pressure references in extending direction.

Figure 65: Pressure references in retracting direction.

Whenever the load force is not overrunning enough, the inflow-outflow control modes PTe and TPr
are utilized to produce enough force. The supply pressure reference is selected so that the restricting
load force is overcome and the nominal pressure difference pN is maintained over both active
DFCUs.
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In case the supply pressure drops (due to non-optimal supply pressure control dynamics and
accuracy) or the control mode is used at the extreme ends of the feasible load force range, the
nominal pressure difference pN cannot be maintained. In this case, the chamber pressure
references are calculated so that the pressure differentials over both active DFCUs are identical and
at least pmin.

5.5.3. Mode selection

As with the zero-pressure tank line system, the mode selection is divided into two state machines.
The differences relate to the increased number of control modes and disabling of the supply side
differential control mode. The target mode is selected according to the state transition Table 15.

Table 15: State transition table for target mode selection.

Next
Current PTrTarget TTrTarget TPrTarget STOPTarget PTeTarget TTeTarget TPeTarget

PTrTarget T2pnot_PTr vref_not_neg

TTrTarget T2pPTr T2pnot_TTr vref_not_neg

TPrTarget T2pTTr vref_not_neg

STOPTarget
vref_neg
T2pPTr

vref_neg
T2pTTr

vref_neg
T2pTPr

vref_pos
T2pPTe

vref_pos
T2pTTe

vref_pos
T2pTPe

PTeTarget vref_not_pos T2pTTe

TTeTarget vref_not_pos T2pnot_TTe T2pTPe

TPeTarget vref_not_pos T2pnot_TPe

Velocity conditions are identical to the conditions used with zero-pressure tank line (72-75). The
conditions related to load force and supply pressures for extending direction of movement are
defined by the following equations:

T2pPTe = M2pPTe(F, pmax, pT, pN)                   (92)

T2pTTe = M2pTTe(F+Fhyst, pT, pN) pT pmin + pN + pT_hyst          (93)

T2pnot_TTe = ¬M2pTTe(F, pT, pN)                   (94)

T2pTPe = M2pTPe(F+Fhyst_reg+Fhyst, pT, pT, pN) pT pmin + pN + 2*pT_hyst      (95)

T2pnot_TPe = ¬M2pTPe(F+Fhyst_reg, pT, pT, pN) pT < pmin + pN + pT_hyst       (96)

where the force hysteresis parameters Fhyst and Fhyst_reg are  selected  so  that  there  is  a  big  enough
load force range, where the control mode TTe is active. Hysteresis parameters are selected
according to load force dynamics. The faster the dynamics of the load force, the bigger is the
hysteresis required to allow a sufficient settling period in control mode TTe, while the control mode
is changed from PTe to TPe and vice versa.
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To ensure sufficient pressure level in the tank line, the control modes TTe and TPe should be
disabled whenever the tank line pressure is too low. To allow a suitable settling period in control
mode TTe during mode switching from mode TPe to PTe (via mode TTe), the threshold value pT_hyst

is used.

The state transition table shows that the movement is not directly stopped because of violation of
the force conditions. The inflow-outflow mode is used with minimum target pressure difference and
the absolute value of the velocity reference is decreased using first-order dynamics to smoothly
bring the system to a stop. As the violation of the force condition is typically induced by a
temporary drop in supply pressure, a slight decrease of actuator velocity typically raises the supply
pressure back to a sufficient level.

Similar conditions are defined for retracting motion by the following equations:

T2pTPr = M2pTPr(F, pmax, pT, pN)                   (97)

T2pTTr = M2pTTr(F-Fhyst, pT, pN)                   (98)

T2pnot_TTr = ¬M2pTTr(F, pT, pN)                   (99)

T2pPTr = M2pPTr(F-Fhyst_reg-Fhyst, pT, pT, pN) pT pmin + pN + 2*pT_hyst               (100)

T2pnot_PTr = ¬M2pPTr(F-Fhyst_reg, pT, pT, pN) pT < pmin + pN + pT_hyst                (101)

As equation 98 shows, there is no need to include tank line pressure hysteresis in the condition for
control mode TTr as the control mode results in tank line flow direction which tends to raise the
tank line pressure. The actual mode is selected according to state transition Table 16.

Table 16: State transition table for actual mode selection.

Next
Current PTrActual TTrActual TPrActual STOP PTeActual TTeActual TPeActual

PTrActual
¬A2pPTr
¬PTrTarget

STOPTarget

TTrActual
A2pPTr
PTrTarget

¬A2pTTr
¬TTrTarget

STOPTarget

TPrActual
A2pTTr
TTrTarget

STOPTarget

STOP A2pPTr
PTrTarget

A2pTTr

[TTrTarget

(PTrTarget
¬A2pPTr)]

A2pTPr

[TPrTarget

(PTrTarget

¬A2pPTr
¬A2pTTe)]

A2pPTe

[PTeTarget

(TPeTarget

¬A2pTPe
¬A2pTTe)]

A2pTTe

[TTeTarget

(TPeTarget
¬A2pTPe)]

A2pTPe
TPeTarget

PTeActual STOPTarget
A2pTTe
TTeTarget

TTeActual STOPTarget
¬A2pTTe
¬TTeTarget

A2pTPe
TPeTarget

TPeActual STOPTarget
¬A2pTPe
¬TPeTarget
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The conditions related to the load force are defined by the following equations:

A2pPTe = M2pPTe(F, pP, pT, pmin)                       (102)

A2pTTe = M2pTTe(F, pT, pmin)                        (103)

A2pTPe = M2pTTe(F, pP, pT, pmin)                       (104)

A2pTPr = M2pTPr(F, pP, pT, pmin)                       (105)

A2pTTr = M2pTTr(F, pT, pmin)                        (106)

A2pPTr = M2pPTr(F, pP, pT, pmin)                       (107)

Time delay in negated conditions was not required in the measurements performed. They can be,
however, implemented in negated conditions related to energy efficient modes (¬A2pTPe, ¬A2pTTe,
¬A2pPTr, ¬A2pTTr) if repetitive switchings occur.

5.6. Control mode handling of five-DFCU valve
Another approach to improve the energy efficiency of a digital valve system is to use five DFCUs
instead of four. The extra DFCU in between the cylinder chamber lines allows the use of slightly
different control modes and the pressure drop is decreased in differential connections.

5.6.1. Chamber pressure references

The inflow-outflow control modes are identical to the ones defined for the system with zero-
pressure tank line and a four-DFCU digital valve system. The chamber pressure references for
extending and retracting differential connections are defined by the equations:

pA_ref_PAe_5 =
min pP - pN,

F + pmaxAB

AA
, if feasible with pN

max pmin,
F + pPAB

AA
, if feasible only with pmin

(108)

pA_ref_PAr_5 =
min pmax,

F - pNAB

AA - AB
, if feasible with pN

min pmax,
F + pPAB

AA
, if feasible only with pmin

(109)

The retracting zero-power control mode, which utilizes the DFCUs AT and AB uses pressure
reference defined by the equation:

pA_ref_TAr_5 =
min pmax,

F - pNAB

AA - AB
, if feasible with pN

F + pminAB

AA
, if feasible only with pmin

(110)
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The pressure references for modes PAr and TAr do not allow stepless transition from retracting
inflow-outflow mode to differential mode if the control mode is not immediately switched when the
load force becomes overrunning enough. Therefore, modified chamber pressure references and
supply pressure references are presented in appendix C.

5.6.2. Supply pressure reference

The supply pressure references are selected so that the power loss is minimized. Equations 111-113
present the supply pressure references for the three control modes that differ from the four-DFCU
system.

pP_ref_PAe_5 = min pmax, max pmin + pN,
F + pNAA

AA - AB
(111)

pP_ref_PAr_5 = max pmin, min pmax - pN,
F - pNAA

AA - AB
(112)

pP_ref_TAr_5 = pmin (113)

Figure 66 and Figure 67 present the supply and chamber pressure references for both directions of
movement. The significant difference with respect to the four-DFCU system is that the chamber
pressure reference of the chamber B can be kept at the same level with supply pressure during
differential connection. The zero-power control mode TAr utilizes identical chamber pressure
references when compared to the regenerative control mode PAr. This is done to allow stepless
control mode switching between the two retracting control modes.

Figure 66: Pressure references in extending direction.
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Figure 67: Pressure references in retracting direction.

Figure 68 presents the modified pressure references for constant supply pressure 10 MPa.
Modification does not affect the behavior of the load sensing single actuator system, thus the
measurement results presented are valid.

Figure 68: Modified pressure references allow stepless transition from inflow-outflow control
mode TPr to differential control mode PAr.

5.6.3. Mode selection

The control mode selection algorithm builds on the algorithm developed for the four-DFCU valve
system. The mode selection is identical for the extending motion as the control modes are similar.
There is, however, an extra control mode in the retracting direction. The target mode is selected
according to state transition Table 17.
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Table 17: State transition table for target mode selection.

Next
Current PArTarget TArTarget TPrTarget STOP PTeTarget PAeTarget

PArTarget
T5not_PAr

T5TAr

T5not_PAr
T5not_TAr

T5TPr

vref_not_neg
(T5not_PAr
T5not_TPr
T5not_TAr)

TArTarget T5PAr
T5not_TAr

T5TPr

vref_not_neg
(T5not_TPr
T5not_TAr)

TPrTarget
T5PAr

E5PAr

T5TAr
E5TAr

vref_not_neg
(T5not_TPr

T5not_TAr)

STOP
vref_neg
T5PAr

E5PAr

vref_neg
T5TAr
E5TAr

vref_neg
T5TPr

vref_pos
T5PTe

vref_pos
T5PAe

E5PAe

PTeTarget
vref_not_pos

T5not_PTe

T5PAe
E5PAe

PAeTarget

vref_not_pos
(T5not_PAe
T5not_PTe)

T5not_PPe
T5PTe

The conditions related to the load force are defined by the following equations:

T5PTe = M5PTe(F, pmax, pN)                        (114)

T5not_PTe = ¬M5PTe(F, pmax, pmin)                      (115)

T5PAe = M5PAe(F+Fhyst, pmax, pN)                      (116)

T5not_PAe = ¬M5PAe(F, pmax, pmin)                      (117)

T5TPr = M5TPr(F, pmax, pN)                        (118)

T5not_TPr = ¬M5TPr(F, pmax, pN)                      (119)

T5TAr = M5TAr(F-Fhyst, pN)                        (120)

T5not_TAr = ¬M5TAr(F, pmin)                       (121)

T5PAr = M5PAr(F-Fhyst, pmin, pN)                      (122)

T5not_PAr = ¬M5PAr(F, pmin, pmin)                      (123)

If the inflow-outflow connection is active the control mode change to extending differential
connection consumes energy before the supply pressure is at a suitable level for differential
connection. Therefore, it is beneficial to switch to differential connection only if the expected
energy saving is significant. The conditions E5PAe, E5PAr and E5TAr are derived to assess the benefit
of the control mode change.
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E5PAe = pP_ref_PTe_5AA - pP_ref_PAe_5(AA - AB) vref Pthres

pP_ref_PTe_5AA - pP_ref_PAe_5(AA - AB) vreftearn

AAvref pP_ref_PAe_5 - pP_ref_PTe_5

2pP_rate
(124)

E5PAr = - pP_ref_TPr_5AB + pP_ref_PAr_5(AA - AB) vref Pthres
(125)

The condition E5TAr is modified from condition E5PAr by setting the input power of the differential
mode to zero. The actual mode is selected according to state transition Table 18.

Table 18: State transition table for actual mode selection.

Next
Current PArActual TArActual TPrActual STOP PTeActual PAeActual

PArActual

¬A5PAr
A5TAr

(TArTarget
PArTarget)

¬A5PAr
A5TPr

vref_not_neg
(¬A5TAr
¬A5TPr)

TArActual
A5PAr
PArTarget

¬A5TAr
A5TPr

vref_not_neg
(¬A5TAr
¬A5TPr)

TPrActual
A5PAr
PArTarget

A5TAr
(TArTarget
PArTarget)

vref_not_neg
(¬A5TAr
¬A5TPr)

STOP
vref_neg
A5PAr
PArTarget

vref_neg
A5TAr

(TArTarget
PArTarget)

vref_neg
A5TPr

vref_pos
A5PTe

vref_pos
A5PAe
PAeTarget

PTeActual
vref_not_pos

¬A5PTe

A5PAe
PAeTarget

PAeActual
vref_not_pos

¬A5PTe

¬A5PAe
A5PTe

The conditions related to the load force are defined by the following equations:

A5PTe = M5PTe(F, pP, pmin)                        (126)

A5PAe = M5PAe(F, pP, pmin)                        (127)

A5TPr = M5TPr(F, pP, pmin)                        (128)

A5TAr = M5TAr(F, pmin)                         (129)

A5PAr = M5PAr(F, pP, pmin)                        (130)

5.7. Control mode handling of three-chamber cylinder
As the three-chamber cylinder is intended to operate with constant supply pressure, the control
mode selection differs from the rest of the systems studied. The supply pressure reference is not
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needed, thus the selection of target control mode can be omitted. There is, however, a need to use
transition modes between certain control modes as the chamber pressure references are not identical
with every control mode.

5.7.1. Chamber pressure references

The chamber pressure references for chambers A and B are defined by equations 131 and 132 for
extending inflow-outflow connection PTPe. The pressure reference for chamber C is calculated
using the force equation. The pressure references for other modes are given in appendix D.

pA_ref_PTPe_3 = min max pmin,
F + pP + pN AB - pT - pN AC

AA
, pP - pN

(131)

pB_ref_PTPe_3 = min pmax, max pT pN,
-F + pA_ref_PTPe_3AA + pT - pN AC

AB

(132)

Figure 69 presents the chamber pressure references for each control mode. Transition modes are
needed between certain control mode switchings. These switchings lie between modes PTTe and
PPPe, PPTe and TTPe, TTTe and TPPe. Figure 70 presents the chamber pressure references for
retracting control modes. Similarly, certain control mode switchings require the use of transition
mode.

Figure 69: Pressure references in extending direction.
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Figure 70: Pressure references in retracting direction.

5.7.2. Mode selection

The control mode selection is handled by a state machine, which is considerably more complex than
the state machines related to the standard two chamber cylinder. Table 19 presents mode selection
state machine for extending direction of movement. The use of a standard state transition table is
omitted to allow more compact representation. Current control mode along with the control modes
which can be selected next are presented on a single row of the table. The condition for selecting a
mode is presented in brackets below the mode.

There is one possible mode switching that is identical for each control mode. Stop mode is selected
in any of the extending control modes whenever the velocity reference does not have a big enough
positive value or the load force is too overrunning or restricting even for control mode PTPe. As the
condition for entering the stop mode is identical for every control mode, it is not repeated in the
state transition table. When the motion is initiated, the feasible control mode with smallest power
consumption is selected.

The transition control modes relate to certain primary control modes. The transition mode is used
between certain mode switchings to allow chamber pressure references to change more gradually.
The transition mode is active for a user set time period, after which the primary control mode is
automatically selected. For example, the control mode switching from mode PTTe to PPPe requires
first the switching to transition mode PPPet. As presented in the table, the control mode PPPe is
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selected after a user set transition time period ttransition. During the transition period, the chamber
pressure references of the control mode PPPe are used while using the primary DFCUs of the
control mode PTPe. This enables smoother transition between the modes which do not share
identical chamber pressure references.

Table 19: State transition table for three chamber cylinder.

Load force
increases

Current mode Load force
decreases

Transition time
period reached

PTPe PTTe
[A3PTTe]

PTPe
[A3not_PTTe]

PTTe
PPPet

[A3PPPe]
PTTet

[A3not_PPPe]
PPPe PPTe

[A3PPTe]
PPPe

[A3not_PPTe]
PPTe TTPet

[A3TTPe]
PPTet

[A3not_TTPe]
TTPe

TTTe
[A3TTTe]

TTPe
[A3not_TTTe]

TTTe TPPet
[A3TPPe]

TTTet
[A3not_TPPe]

TPPe TPTe
[A3TPTe]

TPPe
[A3not_TPTe]

TPTe

PTPet PTTet
[A3PTTe]

PTPe
[t t0 + ttransition]

PTPet
[A3not_PTTe]

PTTet PPPet
[A3PPPe]

PTTe
[t t0 + ttransition]

PTTet
[A3not_PPPe]

PPPet PPPe
[t t0 + ttransition]

PPPet
[A3not_PPTe]

PPTet TTPet
[A3TTPe]

PPTe
[t t0 + ttransition]

PPTet
[A3not_TTPe]

TTPet TTPe
[t t0 + ttransition]

TTPet
[A3not_TTTe]

TTTet TPPet
[A3TPPe]

TTTe
[t t0 + ttransition]

TTTet
[A3not_TPPe]

TPPet TPPe
[t t0 + ttransition]

The control mode selection algorithm is similar for retracting motion and is therefore not presented.
The feasibility conditions are calculated using the equations presented in appendix A. Again, the
more efficient control mode is entered only if the mode is feasible with more restricting load force
(Fhyst) than the measured load force. Furthermore, the switching logic requires the mode to be
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feasible for user set time period before switching to more energy efficient mode. The mode is
disabled only if the load force is too restricting or overrunning (without Fhyst), which results in
hysteresis in the control mode selection.

5.8. Selection of controller parameters
Each digital hydraulic drive presented utilizes different controller algorithms, although they all rely
on model-based control and utilize steady-state model of the system. Therefore the controller
parameters of each drive are different and they are presented in following tables. The proportional
valve is driven using a simple position feedback controller with velocity feedforward. The selected
parameters are shown in Table 20.

Target LS-pressure margin is selected such that the energy consumption is minimized, while
acceptable control performance is retained. Smaller pressure difference leads to considerably
decreased control performance. P-controller gain is set to 40 % of the critical gain and the
feedforward gain is adjusted such that there are no heavy overshoots. Pressure of the load sensing
port is low-pass filtered with a fast second order filter in order to reduce measurement noise.

Table 20: Controller parameters of the proportional valve.

Sample time 10 ms
Position feedback gain 2.5 1/s
Velocity feedforward 0.9
Load pressure low-pass filter break-frequency 200 rad/s
Load force low-pass filter damping factor 0.7
Target pressure LS-pressure margin 1 MPa

The parameters of the four-DFCU valve with zero pressure tank line are presented in Table 21.
Controller sample time is slightly bigger than the response time of the on/off-valves. The sample
time of the input filter is selected such that the computation of the controller algorithm can be
carried out during the input filter sample time. Minimum pressure is adjusted to avoid cavitation.
Nominal pressure difference is selected such that the control performance is not decreased
significantly. Mode switching parameters are selected such that repetitive switchings between
control modes is avoided. The target in selection of cost function weight terms is to achieve
acceptable control performance, while minimizing power losses. Low load force filter break
frequency is used in order to avoid overshoots.
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Table 21: Parameters of the four-DFCU system.

Sample time of input filter 8 ms
Controller sample time 24 ms
Minimum pressure 2 MPa
Nominal pressure difference 1.5 MPa
Minimum pressure difference 0.5 MPa
Maximum pressure 20 MPa
Velocity to start motion 3.3 mm/s
Velocity to stop motion 2.4 mm/s
Force hysteresis 5 kN
Earning time 0.5 s
Power saving threshold 100 W
Mode switching delay 240 ms
Weight factor for chamber pressure error 2*10-16

Weight factor for power loss 4*10-6

Weight factor for valve switchings 0.05
Position feedback gain 3.0
Velocity feedforward gain 0.74
Load force low-pass filter break-frequency 8 rad/s
Supply pressure low-pass filter break-frequency 40 rad/s
Low-pass filter damping factor 0.7

The parameters of the five-DFCU valve system are presented in Table 22. Due to slightly decreased
control resolution of the valve system (compared to the four-DFCU system), the velocity threshold
is slightly increased. Load force low-pass filter break frequency is increased in order to improve the
selection of most energy efficient control mode.

Table 22: Parameters of the five-DFCU system.

Sample time of input filter 8 ms
Controller sample time 16 ms
Minimum pressure 2 MPa
Nominal pressure difference 1.5 MPa
Minimum pressure difference 0.5 MPa
Maximum pressure 20 MPa
Velocity to start motion 4.0 mm/s
Velocity to stop motion 2.4 mm/s
Force hysteresis 5 kN
Earning time 0.3 s
Mode switching delay 240 ms
Weight factor for chamber pressure error 2*10-16

Weight factor for power loss 4*10-6

Weight factor for valve switchings 0.05
Position feedback gain 3.0
Velocity feedforward gain 0.74
Load force low-pass filter break-frequency 11 rad/s
Supply pressure low-pass filter break-frequency 40 rad/s
Low-pass filter damping factor 0.7
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Table 23 presents the parameters of the three-chamber cylinder. Minimum pressure and pressure
differentials are selected to be small values to improve energy efficiency. Pressure difference
increases from 0.2 to 0.4 MPa when the absolute value of the velocity reference increases from 0 to
40 mm/s. This improves the control resolution at slow velocities while enabling sufficient flow
capacity at bigger velocities. Although the target pressure difference is small, there is usually one
DFCU with bigger pressure difference due to the finite number of control modes and constant
supply pressure. Transition time is set to a small value to decrease the use of energy wasting control
modes during mode switching. Delay in entering to a more efficient control mode is set to 50 ms to
allow change of control mode only if the load force stays overrunning enough for a considerable
time. Estimated effective load mass is used to estimate the load force from the derivative of velocity
reference. Measured and low pass filtered chamber pressures are used to correct the load force
estimate.

Table 23: Parameters of the three-chamber cylinder.

Sample time of input filter 10 ms
Controller sample time 20 ms
Minimum pressure 1.5 MPa
Nominal pressure difference 0.4 MPa
Minimum pressure difference 0.2 MPa
Maximum pressure 22 MPa
Velocity of nominal pressure difference 40 mm/s
Velocity to start motion 5 mm/s
Velocity to stop motion 3 mm/s
Force hysteresis 3 kN
Transition time 20 ms
Delay before entering more efficient control mode 50 ms
Estimate for effective load mass 53 000 kg
Position feedback gain 3.2 1/s;  2.8 1/s
Velocity feedforward gain 0.68; 0.6
Load force low-pass filter break-frequency 8 rad/s
Supply pressure low-pass filter break-frequency 40 rad/s
Low-pass filter damping factor 0.7
Nominal velocity for cost function calculation 1 mm/s
Nominal pressure error for cost function calculation 0.5 MPa
Relative pressure error weight at zero velocity 20 %
Velocity of full pressure term weight 25 mm/s
Nominal secondary DFCU opening for cost function calculation 0.8 %; 0.6 %
Relative secondary opening weight at zero velocity 15 %
Velocity of full secondary opening weight 25 mm/s
Nominal sum of opening of valves switching for cost function calculation 80 %

The cost function and its parameters are different compared to other systems. Nominal values
represent how big a velocity and pressure error should give equal cost. For example, 1 mm/s piston
velocity error is considered as bad as 0.5 MPa pressure error (sum of all chambers). Furthermore,
0.8 % opening of single secondary DFCU is considered as harmful. Valve switchings are relatively
lightly weighted to improve control resolution. If 80 % of flow capacity of a single DFCU is
switching its state, it is considered as significant as the nominal velocity error. Pressure error is
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given full weight only if the absolute value of the velocity reference is bigger than 25 mm/s. Below
this velocity, the significance of the pressure error is gradually reduced to 20 % as absolute value of
the velocity approaches zero. This improves the velocity control resolution of small velocities.

The measurements of the three-chamber cylinder are carried out for two constant supply pressure
levels. Most of the controller parameters are identical for low and high supply pressure
measurements. However, certain parameters are tuned separately for the different pressure levels
and both parameter values are presented in Table 23. First value is used in the low supply pressure
measurements and the second value in the high supply pressure measurements.

5.8.1. Linear model of digital valve driven cylinder

The estimation of the load force is an essential part of the control of distributed digital valve system.
Both the control mode and the actual valve commands are selected according to the estimated load
force. In order to improve the energy efficiency and force disturbance rejection of the four-DFCU
system with pressurized tank line, the load force estimation can be analyzed using, e.g. linear
analysis.

Cylinder drive is modeled using equation of motion 133 and models of the hydraulic capacitances
134 and 135.

v =
1
m

pAAA - pBAB - bv - Fext
(133)

pA =
1

CA
uPAKPA pP - pA - uATKAT pA - pT - vAA

(134)

pB =
1

CB
uPBKPB pP - pB - uBTKBT pB - pT + vAB

(135)

The hydraulic capacitances are calculated using equations 136 and 137 by assuming that the change
of the piston position during the responses analyzed does not have a significant effect on the
capacitance.

CA =
x0AA

B
+

lAdA
2 (B + Bh)
4BBh

(136)

CB =
(L - x0)AB

B
+

lBdB
2 (B + Bh)
4BBh

(137)

where x0 is the piston position, L is the stroke of the cylinder, B is the bulk modulus of oil, lA and lB

are the length of hoses connecting the digital valve to the cylinder, dA and dB are the inner diameter
of the hoses and Bh is the bulk modulus of the hose.

The equation of motion is linearized with respect to the state variables v, pA, pB and the input Fext,
which represents the external load force. The partial derivatives are defined by equations:
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v
pA

=
AA

m
(138)

v
pB

= -
AB

m
(139)

v
v

= -
b
m

(140)

v
Fext

 = -
1
m

(141)

The partial derivatives of the models of the hydraulic capacitances are presented in equations 142-
153.

pA
pA

= -
1

2CA

uPAKPA

pP - pA
+

uATKAT

pA - pT

(142)

pA
pP

=
1

2CA

uPAKPA

pP - pA

(143)

pA
pT

=
1

2CA

uATKAT

pA - pT

(144)

pA
uPA

=
1

CA
KPA pP - pA

(145)

pA
uAT

= -
1

CA
KAT pA - pT

(146)

pA
v

= -
AA

CA

(147)

pB
pB

= -
1

2CB

uPBKPB

pP - pB
+

uBTKBT

pB - pT

(148)

pB
pP

=
1

2CB

uPBKPB

pP - pB

(149)

pB
pT

=
1

2CB

uBTKBT

pB - pT

(150)

pB
uPB

=
1

CB
KPB pP - pB

(151)

pB
uBT

= -
1

CB
KBT pB - pT

(152)

pB
v

=
AB

CB

(153)
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The state-space model of the hydraulic drive is
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5.8.2. Linearization of the model-based controller

The DFCU command signals uPA, uAT, uPB and uBT can be defined by a zero order linear system,
which represents the model-based controller of the digital valve system. For example, the valve
command signals for extending inflow-outflow connection are defined by equations 155 and 156.
The command signal is calculated using low-pass filtered value of supply pressure pP_est and
estimated load force Fest. Nominal pressure difference is assumed over the outflow side DFCU.

uPA =
vrefAA

KPA pP_est -
Fest + pN + pT AB

AA

(155)

uBT =
vrefAB

KBT pN

(156)

First order filter is used for suppressing measurement noise from the supply line pressure
measurement. The supply pump is modeled as first order system dynamics between supply pressure
reference pP_ref and pP. The supply pressure reference is calculated according to measured tank line
pressure and estimated load force. Equation 157 presents the zero-order model of the supply
pressure controller.

pP_ref =
Fest + pN + pT AB

AA
+ pN

(157)

5.8.3. Linear analysis of the digital hydraulic valve drive

The load force is estimated by calculating the cylinder force by exploiting the measured chamber
pressures and by filtering the measured force using low-pass filter. Two low-pass filters are
compared: second order filter with adjustable corner frequency and first order filter with adjustable
time constant. The parameters of the study are presented in Table 24.

Table 24: System parameters of the linear study.

D 80 mm dA, dB 19 mm
d 40 mm x0 100 mm
L 300 mm pT 2.5 MPa
b 500 N/(m/s) pnom 1 MPa
B 1200 MPa KPA, KAT, KPB, KBT 40 l/min / 2
Bh 400 MPa pump 15 ms
lA, lB 1 m pP_est 15 ms
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The parameters of the second order low-pass filter are selected according to experimental tests
performed with the zero-pressure tank line system. Corner frequency is set to 8 rad/s while the
damping ratio is 0.7. The time constant of the first order filter is set to 170 ms, which results in
equally fast reaction to load force disturbances.

The load force of the linearization point is set to 20 kN. Figure 71 and Figure 72 present the bode
diagram of piston velocity with respect to load force disturbance for the two load force filters
studied. Step response is also presented, showing the reaction to step wise change of external load
force (from 20 kN to 30 kN). Inertial mass of the load is set to 53 000 kg. The step response is
presented for five different velocities: [10, 20, 50, 100, 200] mm/s, as the linearization point of the
velocity has a significant effect on the overall damping of the system.

Figure 71: Bode diagram and step response with second order load force filter.

Figure 72: Bode diagram and step response with first order load force filter.

When comparing the step responses of the first and second order load force filters, it is clear that the
first order filter results in better damping and faster settling. In practice, it is beneficial to use the
first order filter with smaller time constant to allow faster reaction to load force variations and better
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timing for control mode switching. Figure 73 presents the response with first order filter utilizing
time constant of 100 ms. The bode diagram presents 3-4 dB lower reaction to low frequency load
force variations. High frequency behavior is slightly poorer and also the step response shows
slightly more oscillatory motion.

Figure 73: Bode diagram and step response with first order load force filter.  =100 ms.

The robustness against load variations can be studied by changing, e.g. the load mass. Figure 74
presents the response when load mass is set to 10 000 kg instead of 53 000 kg. Load force is low-
pass filtered with the first order filter using 100 ms time constant.

Figure 74: Bode diagram and step response with first order load force filter.
Time constant is 100 ms and load mass is decreased to 10 000 kg.

The first order filter is not sensitive to parameter variations and it is sufficient to tune the load force
filter to handle the biggest possible load inertia. Smaller inertia loadings can be handled with the
same parameters.
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The four-DFCU valve system with pressurized tank line uses the controller parameters presented in
Table 25. Controller algorithm is run in multi-task mode to enable faster input filtering frequency.
Minimum pressure and nominal pressure difference is decreased to enable flow from tank line to
chambers. Weight factor for power loss and valve switchings are decreased to improve
controllability at low velocity. Low-pass filtering of the position error is utilized to decrease the
controller gain at natural frequency of the system. Relatively big force hysteresis is used between
the tank side differential control mode and the regenerative inflow-outflow control mode. The force
hysteresis between inflow-outflow control mode and the tank-side differential control mode is
relatively small. This prevents rapid change from inflow-outflow control mode to regenerative
inflow-outflow control mode to aid supply pressure control during stepwise change of the supply
flow rate.

Table 25: Parameters of the four-DFCU system with pressurized tank line.

Sample time of input filter 1 ms
Controller sample time 12 ms
Minimum pressure 1 MPa
Nominal pressure difference 1 MPa
Minimum pressure difference 0.4 MPa
Maximum pressure 20 MPa
Velocity to start motion 3.5 mm/s
Velocity to stop motion 2 mm/s
Force hysteresis to enter tank side differential mode 500 N
Force hysteresis to enter regenerative inflow-outflow mode 10 kN
Tank line pressure hysteresis 0.2 MPa
Mode switching delay 24 ms
Weight factor for chamber pressure error 2*10-16

Weight factor for power loss 3*10-7

Weight factor for valve switchings 0.02
Position feedback gain 2.7 1/s
Velocity feedforward gain 0.55
Position control time constant 0.17 s
Load force low-pass filter time constant 100 ms
Supply pressure low-pass filter time constant 15 ms
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6. EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION OF THE DIGITAL HYDRAULIC DRIVES

6.1. Boom mockup
Each proposed digital hydraulic drive is tested in single degree of freedom boom mockup (Figure
75). The mockup is sized to achieve the load dynamics of a typical mobile machine boom.

Figure 75: Dimensions of the mobile boom mock up.

There are four positions for auxiliary mass on the boom: m1, m2, m3, m4. Table 26 shows the
different loadings of the test boom.

Table 26: Loadings.

m1 m2 m3 m4
Loading A 200 kg 50 kg 0 kg 150 kg
Loading B 200 kg 200 kg 0 kg 0 kg
Loading C 100 kg 0 kg 100 kg 200 kg

The loadings selected present three basic loading conditions of a cylinder drive: the loading B
results in biggest possible load force acting against extending movement. Overrunning loading C
restricts the retracting movement. Load mass of 200 kg in both positions m3 & m4 would result in
too high pressures and thus part of the load is positioned in m1. Loading A gives an almost balanced
loading in which the load rests slightly on A-side of the cylinder.

6.2. Measurement configurations
All measurements are carried out using dSPACE DS1006 controller board. Left side of Figure 76
presents the valve configuration of the zero-pressure tank line four-DFCU system. The valves are
Hydac WS08W-01 seat type on/off –valves. Booster electronics are utilized to allow a 10 ms
opening boost of 36 V and quick closing of the valves by driving 36 V with reversed polarity across
the solenoid. The nominal voltage of the solenoid is 12 V and the PWM duty ratio is set to match
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the nominal voltage of the solenoid. The flow rate of the valve is 13 l/min at 0.5 MPa and maximum
operating pressure is 25 MPa [Anon 2014a].

Figure 76: Four-DFCU digital valve. (left: system with zero-pressure tank line [Linjama 2007b];
right: system with pressurized tank line [Huova 2012]).

The system with pressurized tank line utilizes a different four-DFCU valve package which is
presented in right side of Figure 76. The digital valve is based on Bosch Rexroth
KSDEU1NA/HN0V. There are four parallel connected valves in a DFCU resulting in a total of 16
on/off-valves. The nominal flow rate of the valve is 10 l/min at 0.5 MPa and maximum operating
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pressure 50 MPa [Anon 2014b]. 12 V solenoids are driven with booster electronics, the boost
voltage of which is 48 V and pull-on time 6.8 ms resulting in an opening time and closing time of
approximately 8 ms.

The five-DFCU digital valve is based on the same valve manifold as the digital valve in the four-
DFCU pressurized tank line system. The valves are the same Bosch Rexroth KSDEU1NA/HN0V
seat type valves. The valve configuration, along with slightly different orifices, is presented in
Figure 77.

Figure 77: Five-DFCU digital valve [Linjama 2008].
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The three-chamber cylinder is controlled using four five-valve DFCUs and two four-valve DFCUs
as presented in Figure 78. The valves are Hydac WS08W-01 as in the zero-pressure tank line four-
DFCU system and they are driven with the same booster electronics and settings.

Figure 78: The three-chamber cylinder [Huova 2009].
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The proportional valve utilized as a comparison is a Bosch Rexroth M4-12/10/E045-065N14-
17R073057. The pressure compensator is set to 1 MPa and the spool configuration yields relatively
high back pressure. Significant back pressure is desired in this case, as the load driven is highly
variable and a spool with smaller back pressure would lead to cavitation and low stiffness of the
system. A hydraulic diagram of the system is presented in Figure 79.

Figure 79: Proportional valve [Linjama 2007b].
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The trajectory driven in the experimental tests is presented in Figure 80. The trajectory is a fifth
order polynomial and the movement time is 1.25 s.

Figure 80: Target trajectory.

6.3. Experimental results
Three different loadings are driven with each of the measured systems. The trajectories with almost
balanced loadings (Loading A) are presented in the following sections and the two other load cases
are presented in appendix E.

6.3.1. The reference system: Load sensing proportional valve

Figure 81 presents the trajectory driven with the load sensing proportional valve. The position and
velocity tracking is presented, as well as the valve command signal u. Velocity is calculated from a
low-pass filtered position signal. The low-pass filter corner frequency is set to 8 Hz to suppress
measurement noise without big impact on measured behavior at natural frequency of the system.
Chamber pressures (measured at valve ports) as well as the supply pressure together with its
reference value are presented. References are printed with dashed line and measurement results with
continuous line. Load force is calculated from the measured chamber pressures and the cylinder
areas. Input power is calculated from the supply pressure and flow rate. The dashed line represents
the output power. The output power is calculated from the measured piston velocity and load force.
As the load force is calculated from the chamber pressures, the output power includes also the
power resulting from piston friction and flow resistance of the actuator lines.

Position and velocity tracking performance is relatively good taking into account the slow dynamics
of the load. The measured back pressure of the cylinder is mostly between 0.5 and 8 MPa during the
motions. This is due to the spool design, which avoids cavitation of the cylinder chambers even
with overrunning loadings. Although the output power is negative during deceleration of the
motion, there is always positive input power feeding the proportional valve. The supply pressure
stays at relatively low values as the loading is almost balanced.
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Figure 81: Proportional valve driving almost balanced loading A.

6.3.2. Four-DFCU valve

Trajectory driven with a four-DFCU system is presented in Figure 82. Control mode and the
command signal of each DFCU are presented in addition to the data presented for the proportional
valve system. The controller selects inflow-outflow modes for both moving directions. The chamber
pressure references are calculated so that unnecessary back-pressure is minimized. This leads to
slightly lower supply pressures and thus input power. Position and velocity tracking is comparable
or better than the tracking result of the proportional valve. The results show also that the
simultaneous velocity and pressure tracking is possible with the control scheme developed. The use
of secondary DFCUs is limited to smallest velocities only thus the power loss related to crossflow is
not very significant.

Due to the choice of controller parameters, the differential modes are not utilized during
deceleration of the motion with an almost balanced loading. As a result, no energy recuperation is
achieved during deceleration. The differential control modes are, however, utilized when driving
more asymmetrical loadings B and C.
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Figure 82: Four-DFCU digital valve driving almost balanced loading A.

6.3.3. Four-DFCU valve with two pressure sources

Figure 83 presents the response of the four-DFCU system together with pressurized tank line. The
continuous line in the power diagram represents the input power taken from the supply line. The
black dashed line represents the power taken from the pressurized tank line (low-pass filtered with
corner frequency of 10 Hz to improve readability). The dashed grey line represents the output
power.

The response is smooth and the velocity and position tracking are good. Despite the smooth
trajectories, there are oscillations after the movements. The increase of oscillations can be partly
explained by the fact that there is significantly less piston friction and pipe flow resistance than in
the four-DFCU system with zero-pressure tank line. This is also indicated by the total output
energy, which is roughly a quarter of the output energy of the reference system.
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Figure 83: Four-DFCU digital valve utilizing pressurized tank line driving almost balanced
loading A.

For the majority of the trajectory, the controller drives the actuator in inflow-outflow modes (PTe &
TPr). During the deceleration of the retracting motion, differential connection (TTr) and
regenerative inflow-outflow connection (PTr) are utilized. Differential connection is not utilized
during extending movement due to slightly restricting loading.

As the control mode TTr and TPr share similar pressure references in the load force range where
both modes are feasible, the switching from one mode to another does not result in stepwise
changes in chamber pressures or piston velocity. However, the switching between control modes
results in stepwise change to the supply flow rate, which results in transient in supply pressure at
9.2 s.
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6.3.4. Five-DFCU valve

Response driven by the five-DFCU valve is presented in Figure 84. The control modes utilized
include both inflow-outflow as well as differential connection in the extending direction.
Deceleration of the motion is handled using the differential connection. A smaller retracting motion
is driven in the inflow-outflow connection. The bigger retracting movement is decelerated by
utilizing at first a zero power control mode (B A and A T) and later the differential connection
feeding to the supply line.

Figure 84: Five-DFCU digital valve driving almost balanced loading A.

6.3.5. Three-chamber cylinder

The three-chamber cylinder, the response of which is presented in Figure 85, is different from the
supply system point of view. The system utilizes a constant pressure supply and tank line. Three
chamber pressures are presented as well as the control signals of each DFCU. The supply pressure
is set to 10 MPa. Due to binary coded chamber areas, the force generated in the retracting direction
is limited. Therefore, the three-chamber cylinder is capable of driving only loading A and B with
such a low supply pressure. Figure 86 presents the same trajectory driven with 18 MPa supply
pressure, which enables the driving of all three loadings.
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Figure 85: Three-chamber cylinder driving almost balanced loading A with 10 MPa supply pressure
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Figure 86: Three-chamber cylinder driving almost balanced loading A with 18 MPa supply pressure
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The motion is initiated immediately when the velocity reference is at a sufficient level. This results
from the fact that the supply pressure is constant and there is no lag induced by finite supply
pressure control dynamics. Extending movement is carried out mostly with control mode TTP,
while the retracting motion utilizes two control modes: TPP and TTT. A small capacity supply
system induces a decrease of supply pressure especially during the longer extending movement.
That is also the reason for the short time mode change during the extending movement.
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7. ANALYSIS OF THE EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

Measurement results of chapter 6 are analyzed from three different perspectives. Firstly, the four-
DFCU system with pressurized tank line is analyzed to find out where the energy losses originate.
Second section summarizes the measured energy losses of each system in the three loading
situations. The last section compares the measured energy losses against data acquired from steady-
state calculations to evaluate the feasibility of the calculations.

7.1. Energy losses of the four-DFCU system with pressurized tank line
The sources of power losses in digital hydraulic valve control can be evaluated by using the
measured data and offline calculation. As the control mode selection and supply pressure control
are based on the measured chamber pressures, the pressure data can be used to recalculate optimal
control mode and supply pressure for example with different controller parameters. Input power
related to the modified control mode and supply pressure can be calculated to evaluate the effect of
control and system parameters on the energy losses.

7.1.1. Sources of power loss

Figure 87 presents details about the energy utilization of the four-DFCU system with pressurized
tank line. Measured values are marked with solid line. Velocity reference and offline calculated
values are marked with dashed line.

Figure 87: Measured (solid) and offline calculated mode, supply pressure and energy (dashed).
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The figure presents the control mode that was utilized during measurement. Along with the
measured control mode there is also a control mode calculated offline utilizing the measured and
low-pass filtered load force. Measured supply pressure is presented as well as the result of the
offline calculated optimal supply pressure. The supply pressure calculation is carried out utilizing
the offline calculated control mode and the measured and low pass filtered load force. In this case
all system and control parameters are identical to the ones used in the measurements. Offline
calculated input power is derived utilizing measured velocity, calculated control mode and
calculated supply pressure.

The measured and calculated input energies show that the calculated estimate is accurate against the
measurement. Another immediate result is that the use of secondary DFCUs leading to crossflow
from the supply line to tank line is not a significant source of power loss in this case. As the
measured input power from the supply line is 5.63 kJ and the offline calculated input power is
5.68 kJ, the difference is less than 1 %.

Significant threshold values are utilized in control mode selection: the threshold for selecting the
tank side differential connection is 500 N and the threshold for selecting the regenerative inflow-
outflow mode is 10 kN. If these thresholds are set to 0 N, the control mode and input power
behavior presented in Figure 88 are achieved.

Figure 88: Input energies in a system without mode switching thresholds.
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The system utilizes the regenerative inflow-outflow control mode instead of the tank side
differential connection. The difference is seen during the two retracting movements. A small
reduction in input energy from the supply line is reached: 5.3 % when compared to the offline
calculation with original mode selection parameters. However, the energy recovered in the tank line
decreases. Another potential source of power loss is the low-pass filtering of the load force, which
is required to achieve sufficient damping of the system. Figure 89 presents another offline
calculation of the input power, this time utilizing the non-filtered load force in calculation of the
optimal control mode and supply pressure.

Figure 89: Optimal selection of control mode and supply pressure.

A significant reduction of input energy is achieved if the control mode and supply pressure are
selected based on the raw load force data. The input energy from the supply line is 4.05 kJ, which
indicates a reduction of 28.7 % when compared to the original offline calculated input energy. By
utilizing the data achieved from the offline calculation, the total energy loss
Wloss = Win_P + Win_T – Wout                        (158)

is 1.88 kJ. In theory, the energy loss can be calculated utilizing a simple equation

Wloss = x (AA+AB) pN                                 (159)

where the stroke x is in this case 2*(35 + 70) mm and AA = 50.3 cm2, AB = 37.7 cm2 and
pN = 1 MPa. The theoretical calculation yields an energy loss of 1.85 kJ.
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In order to significantly reduce the power loss of such a system, there are two options: reduction of
target pressure difference or redesign of the control system in such way that there is no need for
heavy low-pass filtering of the load force. In practice, the pressure difference cannot be
significantly reduced without slowing down the dynamics of the system.

7.1.2. The effect of cylinder size

The reference system was measured driving two parallel connected 63/36 cylinders. The four-
DFCU system with pressurized tank line was measured in a system utilizing a single 80/40 cylinder.
The following analysis is carried out to estimate the energy consumption of the four-DFCU system
driving the original cylinders.

As the input energy can be calculated offline by utilizing measured velocity as well as measured
load force, the input energy of the system with different parameters can be estimated with relatively
good accuracy. Figure 90 presents the measured result of the four-DFCU system with pressurized
tank line together with calculated result utilizing the cylinder chamber areas of the reference
system.

Figure 90: Measured result and estimated result utilizing the reference system parameters.

Slightly different control modes are utilized during the longer extending motion. As the ratio of
cylinder chamber areas (AA/AB) of the reference system is slightly bigger, part of the extending
motion can be realized using mode TTe. The phenomenon is inverted during retracting motion,
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where the use of energy saving modes is reduced. Due to different use of control modes, the input
energy taken from the supply line is increased as well as the energy returned to the pressurized tank
line. The energy loss is increased approximately 12 % due to the bigger chamber areas which result
in bigger flow rates through DFCUs.

7.2. Summary of the different systems measured
Figure 91 presents the response of each system driving the almost balanced loading A. The energy
loss of three-chamber cylinder and four-DFCU system with pressurized tank line is calculated using
equation 158 thus input energy of supply line and pressurized tank line are taken into account.

Figure 91: Summary of energy losses of systems driving loading A.

A similar comparison is presented for restricting loading and overrunning loading in Figure 92 and
Figure 93. The results indicate that the five-DFCU system does not reduce losses significantly when
compared to the four-DFCU system. Energy losses of the three-chamber cylinder are relatively low
taking into account that the supply system is based on two constant pressure sources. The four-
DFCU system with pressurized tank line results in relatively small losses, when input energy of
both the supply line and tank line are considered. However, the almost balanced loading and
overrunning loading result in significantly negative tank line input energy, as seen in the summary
presented in Figure 94. In order to make use of the energy recovered to the tank line, the supply
pump of the system should be able to utilize the pressurized tank line as a suction line. Another
option would be to include a small constant displacement motor on the main pump shaft allowing
on/off-motor function between the pressurized tank line and real tank.
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Figure 92: Summary of energy losses of systems driving loading B.

Figure 93: Summary of energy losses of systems driving loading C.
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Figure 94: Summary of input energy (wide bar WIN_P, narrow bar WIN_T) and energy loss.

7.3. Comparison of steady-state analysis and measurements
Measured energy loss can be compared to estimated energy loss which is calculated using steady-
state calculations. Figure 95 presents a comparison of measured energy loss and calculated energy
loss. The calculation is carried out utilizing the methods presented in chapter 4 and using the system
parameters presented in chapter 6. Measured load force and velocity is taken as an input for the
steady-state calculation. Energy loss is calculated for each measured velocity-load force sample and
the sum of calculated energy losses is presented in the figure. Measurement points in which the
actual mode is zero are discarded, as the valves are closed and the piston is not actively driven.

Figure 95: Comparison of measured and estimated energy loss (o = measured, x = estimated).

The estimated energy loss is smaller than the measured loss in each load case and system type. One
source of the difference is the low pass filtering of the load force in the model-based controller.
Therefore, the control mode is selected based on slightly different load force data during the
measurements. If the low-pass filtered load force data is utilized in the steady-state estimation of
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energy loss, the difference between measured and estimated loss becomes smaller, as presented in
Figure 96.

Figure 96: Comparison of estimated and measured energy loss (o = measured, x = estimated).

Figure 96 shows that the estimated energy loss correlates significantly better with the measurements
when analyzing four- or five-DFCU systems. The biggest discrepancy is seen in the results of the
three-chamber cylinder. Possible reasons for the discrepancy are:

- System capacitances increase loss during mode switching and initiation of motion

- Crossflow is used for improved velocity and pressure control

- Decrease of tank line pressure forces the use of energy wasting modes to restore the pressure

- Force tolerance as well as mode switching delay increase energy loss

System capacitances as well as the crossflow from supply line to tank line have greater impact on
energy losses of three-chamber system with higher supply pressure. The measured energy loss is
87 % higher than the estimated energy loss in the low supply pressure measurement. The
discrepancy is even bigger with higher supply pressure: the measured energy loss is 122 % higher
than the estimate. The method is therefore not well suited for the estimation of energy losses of the
multi-chamber cylinder with the proposed control method.
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8. CONCLUSIONS

Control mode switching logic and model-based controller were developed for different digital
hydraulic drives in this thesis. The energy efficiency of the digital hydraulic valve drives was
evaluated in an experimental test setup. The feasibility conditions derived also enabled theoretical
steady-state evaluation of the power loss generated by different digital hydraulic drives.

The research work was carried out to answer how significantly digital hydraulic valve drives can
reduce power losses when compared to widely used load sensing 4/3-proportional valve drives.
Both the steady-state analysis and the experimental research focused on the topic. The steady-state
analysis showed that a significant amount of the power loss generated by a load sensing 4/3-way
proportional valve can be avoided by utilizing suitable digital hydraulic drives capable of
independent metering. The results of the steady-state analysis can also be applied to independent
metering proportional valves as long as the control method is not changed and there are no
significant leakage flows. Energy losses measured in the experimental tests are presented in Figure
97. The measurement results indicate that the pressurization of the tank line enables biggest
reduction of energy losses compared to a conventional load sensing system with 4/3-way
proportional valve in a single actuator system. However, as considerable amount of energy is
returned to the pressurized tank line, the supply system should be designed such that the tank line
energy is not lost.

To summarize the results of the first research question, the measurements show that up to two thirds
of the power losses can be avoided by using a digital hydraulic independent metering valve,
resulting in very significant power saving. The reduction depends heavily on the load cycle, which
makes steady-state analysis a convenient tool for making comparisons. If only restricting loadings
are driven and the 4/3-way control valve is designed such that there is no significant back-pressure,
the energy saving potential of independent metering valves is significantly reduced.

The second research question asked whether the energy efficiency of valve controlled systems can
be improved from 4- and 5-way independent metering systems. The four-DFCU system with
pressurized tank line is significantly more energy efficient than typical 4- and 5-way independent
metering systems. A larger number of control modes enables the reduction of energy losses. This
can be seen in the measurement results of the single-actuator system and the steady-state analysis of
single- and multi-actuator system. Steady-state analysis also shows that the three-chamber cylinder
decreases losses especially in multi-actuator systems.

Figure 97: Measured energy loss.
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Simulation or measurement of a single load cycle in one application does not give an overall picture
of the energy efficiency of a digital hydraulic drive. Therefore, it would be beneficial to be able to
estimate the losses of a system using simpler methods, allowing analysis of the complete operating
range. The third research question relates to finding a method for estimating the power losses of a
digital hydraulic system without building a full dynamic simulation model. Steady-state analysis is
utilized in the thesis to calculate the energy efficiency of the digital hydraulic drive in a large set of
operating points. The steady-state estimate of energy losses gives a more general view of the energy
efficiency of the drives. Furthermore, the steady-state analysis gives the possibility of analyzing the
energy losses of single load cycle without building a dynamic simulation model as long as velocity
and load profile are known. The accuracy of the method is analyzed by comparing the results of
steady-state analysis and measured energy losses of the test system. The results agree relatively
well, except for the three-chamber cylinder, where the considerable amount of energy loss is due to
system dynamics. It is worth noting that the load cycle measured results in strong dynamic behavior
as the velocity reference does not include any steady periods. To summarize the research question,
the losses can be predicted relatively well as long as the operating points of the system (velocity and
load force) are known.

Linear analysis is often utilized in controller design. The last research question relates to the
applicability of linear analysis in digital hydraulic systems. The thesis presents the linearization of
the model-based digital hydraulic valve controller, which enables the use of tools developed for
linear systems. The measured system behavior of the system tuned using linear analysis indicates
that linearization of the model-based controller is feasible. The measurement results and steady-
state analysis show that the estimation method of load force affects the controllability and energy
efficiency significantly. Future study should focus on improving the estimation of load force and its
effects on system dynamics. Both linear and non-linear filtering techniques should be considered.
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APPENDIX A: FEASIBILITY OF CONTROL MODES FOR THREE-
CHAMBER CYLINDER

Feasibility conditions for extending control modes of the three-chamber cylinder:

Control mode PPPe:
MPPPe = F pminAA - pmaxAB + pminAC &

F min pmax, pP - p AA - max pmin, pP + p AB + min pmax, pP - p AC &
pP pmin + p &
pP pmax - p

Control mode PPTe:
MPPTe = F pminAA - pmaxAB + pminAC &

F min pmax, pP - p AA - max pmin, pP + p AB + min pmax, pT - p AC &
pP pmin + p &
pP pmax - p &
pT pmin + p

Control mode PTPe:
MPTPe = F pminAA - pmaxAB + pminAC &

F min pmax, pP - p AA - max pmin, pT + p AB + min pmax, pP - p AC &
pP pmin + p &
pT pmax - p

Control mode PTTe:
MPTTe = F pminAA - pmaxAB + pminAC &

F min pmax, pP - p AA - max pmin, pT + p AB + min pmax, pT - p AC &
pP pmin + p &
pT pmax - p &
pT pmin + p

Control mode TPPe:
MTPPe = F pminAA - pmaxAB + pminAC &

F min pmax, pT - p AA - max pmin, pP + p AB + min pmax, pP - p AC&
pT pmin + p &
pP pmin + p &
pP pmax - p

Control mode TPTe:
MTPTe = F pminAA - pmaxAB + pminAC &

F  min pmax, pT - p AA - max pmin, pP + p AB + min pmax, pT - p AC &
 pT  pmin + p &
pP  pmax - p
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Control mode TTPe:
MTTPe = F pminAA - pmaxAB + pminAC &

F min pmax, pT - p AA - max pmin, pT + p AB + min pmax, pP - p AC &
pT pmin + p &
pT pmax - p &
pP pmin + p

Control mode TTTe:
MTTTe = F pminAA - pmaxAB + pminAC &

F min pmax, pT - p AA - max pmin, pT + p AB + min pmax, pT - p AC &
pT pmin + p &
pT pmax - p

The conditions for retracting control modes are:
Control mode PPPr:
MPPPr = F max pmin, pP + p AA - min pmax, pP - p AB + max pmin, pP + p AC &

F pmaxAA
- pminAB + pmaxAC &

pP pmax - p &
pP pmin + p

Control mode PPTr:
MPPTr = F max pmin, pP + p AA - min pmax, pP - p AB + max pmin, pT + p AC &

F pmaxAA
- pminAB + pmaxAC &

pP pmax - p &
pP pmin + p &
pT pmax - p

Control mode PTPr:
MPTPr = F max pmin, pP + p AA - min pmax, pT - p AB + max pmin, pP + p AC &

F pmaxAA
- pminAB + pmaxAC &

pP pmax - p &
pT pmin + p

Control mode PTTr:
MPTTr = F max pmin, pP + p AA - min pmax, pT - p AB + max pmin, pT + p AC &

F pmaxAA
- pminAB + pmaxAC &

pP pmax - p &
pT pmax - p &
pT pmin + p
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Control mode TPPr:
MTPPr = F max pmin, pT + p AA - min pmax, pP - p AB + max pmin, pP + p AC &

F pmaxAA
- pminAB + pmaxAC &

pT pmax - p &
pP pmax - p &
pP pmin + p

Control mode TPTr:
MTPTr = F max pmin, pT + p AA - min pmax, pP - p AB + max pmin, pT + p AC &

F pmaxAA
- pminAB + pmaxAC &

pT pmax - p &
pP pmin + p

Control mode TTPr:
MTTPr = F max pmin, pT + p AA - min pmax, pT - p AB + max pmin, pP + p AC &

F pmaxAA
- pminAB + pmaxAC &

pT pmax - p &
pP pmax - p &
pT pmin + p

Control mode TTTr:
MTTTr = F max pmin, pT + p AA - min pmax, pT - p AB + max pmin, pT + p AC &

F pmaxAA
- pminAB + pmaxAC &

pT pmax - p &
pT pmin + p
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APPENDIX B: PRESSURE REFERENCES FOR PRESSURIZED TANK
LINE SYSTEM

Chamber pressure references for extending control modes:

pA_ref_PTe_2p =

min pP - pN, min
F + pmaxAB

AA
, max pT - pN, max pmin,

F + max pmin, pT + pN AB

AA
, if f pN

max
F + pminAB

AA
, max pmin, min pP, pmax -

F - min pP, pmax AA + pTAB

-AA - AB
, if f pmin

pA_ref_TPe_2p =
min pT - pN,

F + pmaxAB

AA
, if f pN

max
F + pminAB

AA
, max pmin, pT -

F - pTAA + pPAB

- AA - AB
, if f pmin

pA_ref_PPe_2p =
min

F + pmaxAB

AA
, max pmin, max pT - pN,

F + pP + pN AB

AA
, if f pN

max
F+pminAB

AA
,max pmin,pP-

F+pP(-AA+AB)
-AA-AB

, if f pmin

pA_ref_TTe_2p =
min pT - pN,

F + pmaxAB

AA
, if f pN

max
F + pminAB

AA
, max pmin, pT -

F - pTAA + pTAB

- AA - AB
, if f pmin

where f pN denotes feasibility with nominal pressure difference pN and f pmin denotes that the
mode is feasible with minimum pressure difference pmin but not with nominal pressure difference

pN. Chamber pressure references for retracting control modes:

pB_ref_PTr_2p =
min pT - pN,

F - pmaxAA

- AB
, if f pN

max
F - pminAA

- AB
, max pmin, pT -

F - pPAA + pTAB

AA + AB
, if f pmin

pB_ref_TPr_2p =

min pP - pN, min
- F + pmaxAA

AB
, max pT - pN, max pmin,

- F + max pmin, pT + pN AA

AB
, if f pN

max
F - pminAA

- AB
, max pmin, min pP, pmax -

F - pTAA + min pP, pmax AB

AA + AB
, if f pmin

pB_ref_PPr_2p =

max
F - pP + pN AA

- AB
, pmin , if f pN

min
F - pmaxAA

- AB
, max

F - pminAA

- AB
, max pmin, pP -

F - pP(AA - AB)
(AA + AB) , if f pmin
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pB_ref_TTr_2p =
min pT - pN,

F - pmaxAA

- AB
, if f pN

max
F - pminAA

- AB
, max pmin, pT -

F - pTAA + pTAB

AA + AB
, if f pmin

Supply pressure references for extending control modes:

pP_ref_PTe_2p = max pmin + pN, max pT, min pmax,
F + pNAA + pT + pN AB

AA

pP_ref_TPe_2p = max pT, min pmax - pN,
- F + pT - pN AA - pNAB

AB

pP_ref_PPe_2p = max pmin + pN, max pT, min
F + pNAA + pNAB

AA - AB
, pmax -

- F + pmax(AA - AB)
2AA

pP_ref_TTe_2p = pT

Supply pressure references for retracting control modes:

pP_ref_PTr_2p = max pT, min pmax - pN,
F - pNAA + pT - pN AB

AA

pP_ref_TPr_2p = max pmin + pN, max pT, min pmax,
- F + pT + pN AA + pNAB

AB

pP_ref_PPr_2p = min pmax - pN, max pT, max
F - pNAA - pNAB

AA - AB
, pmin +

F - pmin(AA - AB)
2AA

pP_ref_TTr_2p = pT
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APPENDIX C: MODIFIED CHAMBER PRESSURE REFERENCES FOR
FIVE-DFCU SYSTEM

Modified chamber pressure references for retracting control modes:

pB_ref_PAr_5 =
max pmin, min

- F + pmaxAA

AB
, max pP - pN,

- F + pP + pN AA

AB
, if f pN

min pP,
- F + pmaxAA

AB
, if f pmin

pB_ref_TAr_5 =
max pmin, min

F - pNAA

AA - AB
, min pP - pN,

- F + pmaxAA

AB
, if f pN

pmin,  if f pmin

where f pN denotes feasibility with nominal pressure difference pN and f pmin denotes that the
mode is feasible with minimum pressure difference pmin but not with nominal pressure difference

pN.
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APPENDIX D: CHAMBER PRESSURE REFERENCES FOR THREE-
CHAMBER CYLINDER

The calculation of chamber pressure reference of A and B chamber depends on movement direction
and control mode. Pressure reference of chamber A for extending control modes in which the
chamber A is connected to supply line is

pA_ref_Pe_3 = min pP - pN, max pmin,
F + pP + pN AB - pT - pN AC

AA

If chamber A is connected to tank line, the pressure reference is

pA_ref_Te_3 = max pmin, min pT - pN,
F + pP + pN AB - pT - pN AC

AA

Pressure reference of chamber B depends on whether the chamber is connected to supply or tank line

pB_ref_Pe_3 = min pmax, max pP + pN,
- F + pA_ref_e_3AA + pT - pN AC

AB

pB_ref_Te_3 = min pmax, max pT + pN,
- F + pA_ref_e_3AA + pT - pN AC

AB

Similarly, the references for retracting direction are

pA_ref_Pr_3 = max pP + pN, min pmax,
F + pT - pN AB - pP + pN AC

AA

pA_ref_Tr_3 = max pT + pN, min pmax,
F + pT - pN AB - pP + pN AC

AA

pB_ref_Pr_3 = min pP - pN, max pmin,
- F + pA_ref_r_3AA + pP + pN AC

AB

pB_ref_Tr_3 = min pT - pN, max pmin,
- F + pA_ref_r_3AA + pP + pN AC

AB
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APPENDIX E: MEASUREMENT RESULTS

Measurement results for restricting and overrunning loadings are presented in figures 1-11.

Figure 1: Restricting loading B driven with proportional valve.
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Figure 2: Overrunning loading C driven with proportional valve.
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Figure 3: Restricting loading B driven with four-DFCU system.
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Figure 4: Overrunning loading C driven with four-DFCU system.
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Figure 5: Restricting loading B driven with a four-DFCU system and two pressure sources.
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Figure 6: Overrunning loading C driven with a four-DFCU system and two pressure sources.
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Figure 7: Restricting loading B driven with a five-DFCU system.
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Figure 8: Overrunning loading C driven with a five-DFCU system.
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Figure 9: Restricting loading B driven with a three-chamber cylinder and 10 MPa supply pressure.
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Figure 10: Restricting loading B driven with a three-chamber cylinder and 18 MPa supply pressure.
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Figure 11: Overrunning loading C driven with a three-chamber cylinder and 18 MPa supply
pressure.




